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ABSTRACT

In the past few years, we have seen the rise of a new model of production and consumption of goods and services, often referred to as the “sharing economy.” Fueled by startups such as Uber and Airbnb, sharing enables individuals to obtain rides, accommodations, and other goods and services from peers via personal computer or mobile application in exchange for payment. The rise of sharing has raised questions about how it should be regulated, including whether existing laws and regulations can and should be enforced in this new sector or whether new ones are needed.

In this Article, we explore those questions in the context of taxation. We argue that, contrary to the claims of some commentators, the application of substantive tax law to sharing is mostly (though not completely) clear, because current law generally contains the concepts and categories necessary to tax sharing. However, tax enforcement and compliance may present challenges, as a result of two distinctive features of sharing. First, some sharing businesses opportunistically pick the more favorable regulatory interpretation if there is ambiguity regarding which rule applies or whether a rule applies. The existence of these ambiguities has been exacerbated by the structures of the new sharing economy and this has led to compliance and enforcement gaps. Second, the “microbusiness” nature of sharing raises unique compliance and enforcement concerns. We suggest strategies for addressing these dual challenges, including lower
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INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, we have seen the rise of a new model of production and consumption of goods and services. In this so-called “sharing economy,” startups such as Uber, Airbnb, and TaskRabbit enable consumers to summon rides, rent accommodations, or hire services from peers via personal computer or a mobile app, in exchange for payment.¹

On the supply side, these models enable owners of homes, apartments, or vehicles, or those who possess certain skills (such as house painting, home

organization, or dogsitting), to monetize those assets or skills.\(^2\) The technological platforms employed by these startups enable individual producers and consumers to transact with each other with unprecedented ease.\(^3\)

Also known as “collaborative consumption,” the “peer-to-peer economy,” or “peer-to-peer consumption,” a broad range of commentators suggest that the sharing economy is transforming the way people consume and supply goods and services, such as transportation, accommodations, and task help.\(^4\) Commentators note that sharing arrangements have the potential to significantly affect traditional industries such as taxicabs, limousine services, and the hotel industry.\(^5\) As such, the sharing economy raises important legal and regulatory issues, including questions of whether and how the new startups should be regulated and questions about the appropriate relationship between regulation and innovation.\(^6\)

---


4. See, e.g., Dina Bass, Microsoft Said to Invest About $100 Million in Startup Uber, BLOOMBERG TECH. (July 31, 2015, 8:06 PM), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-07-31/microsoft-said-to-consider-funding-uber-at-50-billion-valuation (noting that Uber, which has “disrupted established taxi and limousine companies,” has a valuation of $50 billion based on the reported Microsoft investment); The Sharing Economy: A Shift Away From Ownership?, NPR, http://www.npr.org/series/244583579/the-sharing-economy-a-shift-away-from-ownership (last visited Jan. 3, 2016) (exploring different aspects of the sharing economy); 2015 1099 Economy Workforce Report, REQUESTS FOR STARTUPS, https://web.archive.org/web/20160331171108/http://www.requestsforstartups.com/survey (last visited June 27, 2016) (“The 1099 Economy . . . is rapidly redefining how we experience many fundamental parts of our lives and . . . . [i]s reshaping the way we think about work.”); Pricewaterhouse Coopers, The Sharing Economy: How Will It Disrupt Your Business?, PWC UK BLOGS (Aug. 2014), http://pwcblogs.com/files/sharing-economy-final_0814.pdf (estimating that “[f]ive key sharing sectors (P2P finance, online staffing, P2P accommodation, car sharing and music/video streaming) have the potential to increase global revenues from around $15 billion now to around $335 billion by 2025” and warning that “[i]ncumbents need to see disruption coming from an expansion of sharing and develop effective strategies to respond, whether by acquisition, partnership or launching their own sharing services”). We note that the popular press has, in some sense, been ahead of scholars in examining the sharing economy, interviewing its participants, and commenting on its development.


One set of emerging questions concerns whether existing laws and regulations are adequate and should be enforced in the sharing sector, or whether new laws and regulations are needed. These questions have taken on particular urgency because of the perception that sharing economy businesses often ignore the law, choosing to lobby and negotiate with regulators only after the fact. Such questions have permeated the tax field.
as well. Some commentators claim that new sharing economy earners do not know what tax rules apply, do not comply with the tax law, and may believe that sharing should not be taxed. Others argue that existing tax laws and regulations may need to be reconsidered, expanded, or modified in light of sharing’s rise. Prompted by such perceived uncertainty, websites, online commentaries, and tax advising services have popped up, advising sharing economy earners on the tax issues raised by sharing and how to comply with their tax obligations.

Given the growth of sharing arrangements, we think it is important to be clear at the outset about whether these claims are accurate, so as to


10. This Article refers to the individuals offering goods and services in the sharing economy as “sharing economy earners” or “sharing earners.” It refers to the startups that facilitate such collaborative consumption as “sharing economy businesses” or “sharing businesses.” This Article refers to sharing economy earners and sharing economy businesses, collectively, as “sharing economy actors” or “sharing actors.”

11. See Tuttle, supra note 7 (“It seems as if almost no one involved in the sharing economy knows exactly what taxes they’re supposed to pay, nor when or how to pay them. And for several reasons—the rules are unclear, enforcement is almost nonexistent, and many feel that ‘sharing’ shouldn’t be taxed at all—very few people pay them.”). These sentiments may stem in part from the difficulty many cities and localities have faced in collecting city and local hotel and occupancy taxes from businesses like Airbnb. See, e.g., Carolyn Said, S.F. Could Get $11 Million a Year When Airbnb Collects Hotel Tax, S.F. CHRON. (Sept. 18, 2014, 7:42 AM), http://www.sfchron.com/business/article/S-F-could-get-11-million-a-year-when-Airbnb-5762838.php; Dara Kerr, Airbnb Begins Collecting 14% Hotel Tax in San Francisco, CNET (Sept. 17, 2014, 12:23 PM), http://www.cnet.com/news/airbnb-begins-collecting-14-hotel-tax-in-san-francisco/.


avoid making ungrounded and poorly considered policy and regulatory decisions for this new industry. Thus, in this Article, we examine the broad question of whether the tax law is adequate to the task of taxing sharing economy earners, or whether new tax rules and regulations are required.\textsuperscript{14} We argue that the application of substantive and doctrinal tax laws to sharing is generally (though not completely) clear and not particularly novel.\textsuperscript{15} This is the case even though the rules themselves may be complex and the application of the law to the facts may sometimes produce a measure of uncertainty. In most respects, what is required is \textit{clarification} of the tax law’s application, rather than new legal or regulatory categories.

On the other hand, tax compliance and enforcement in the sharing sector may present challenges, due largely to two distinctive features of sharing. First, in determining how and whether to comply with existing laws and regulations, sharing economy businesses have displayed the propensity (and distinct capacity) to pick the more favorable legal or regulatory regime if there is ambiguity as to which regime applies. For example, in light of slight ambiguity regarding the applicable Form 1099-K information reporting rules, some sharing businesses have taken the position that they are subject to the same information reporting rules as “third party settlement organizations” such as Amazon and PayPal, and thus must comply with less onerous reporting thresholds.\textsuperscript{16} We refer to this set of behaviors as “tax opportunism.” We emphasize that this term is not meant to be pejorative; rather, it simply denotes the fact that the sharing businesses may be willing and able to take advantage of the opportunities presented by legal ambiguity. Tax opportunism more accurately describes some behaviors of certain sharing economy businesses than the claim that they are simply flouting the law. Furthermore, as we discuss, tax opportunism may be related to regulatory arbitrage (defined as parties incurring transactional costs to achieve a regulatory benefit), but the nuanced differences between the two categories may suggest different regulatory responses.

Second, the sharing sector involves many individual earners who may earn relatively small income amounts, may use otherwise personal property for business purposes, and may be filing and reporting independent contractor income for the first time. These “microbusiness”

\textsuperscript{14} This Article does not address the taxation of sharing economy businesses and platforms, focusing its attention instead on the individuals who earn income in the sharing economy.

\textsuperscript{15} \textit{But see} Barry & Caron,\textit{ supra} note 12, at 82–83.

\textsuperscript{16} \textit{See infra} Part III.A.2.
characteristics may make compliance challenging for taxpayers and enforcement difficult for the IRS. These characteristics are not themselves unprecedented; in fact, the tax compliance issues that they entail are reasonably well understood. However, the rise of sharing has propelled large numbers of earners who are engaged in sharing on a sporadic or part-time basis into the microbusiness world. Such earners may have less incentive than full-time businesses to take steps to ensure accuracy (for example, by hiring a tax preparer). Moreover, the fact that sharing may be a sector of first impression for many tax preparers may make tax compliance and enforcement even more challenging.

We argue that the confluence of these two realities—tax opportunism paired with the microbusiness nature of sharing—may make it particularly difficult to ensure that the new sharing earners are complying with the tax laws. Yet the precise impacts are difficult to predict with certainty.

In Part I, we describe in brief the “sharing economy” phenomenon. In Part II, we discuss the substantive tax rules and doctrines that apply to sharing. We argue that in many (though not all) respects, existing tax laws and doctrines can be adequately applied to sharing, although such application may depend on factual interpretation and classification of the new transactions. In Part III, we define the term “tax opportunism” and describe four examples of it: (1) the decision by certain sharing businesses to take the position that they are “third party settlement organizations” for information reporting purposes; (2) the decision to embrace independent contractor classification for sharing earners; (3) the initial decision by Airbnb to take the position that it is not responsible for collecting local occupancy taxes; and (4) the decision of ridesharing businesses to operate outside taxicab medallion and permitting systems. Next, we discuss the potential problems raised by the microbusiness nature of sharing economy work.

Finally, in Part IV, we address some of the tax policy issues raised by sharing and suggest possible strategies for addressing sharing’s challenges. In Part IV.A, we discuss the broader policy issues that are raised and the takeaways that can be gleaned from the rise of sharing. In Part IV.B, we consider relatively simple strategies that may help improve compliance.

with and enforcement of federal tax laws. These include lower information reporting thresholds, use of safe harbors and advance rulings to simplify expense taking, targeted enforcement efforts, and taxpayer education. In Part IV.C, we review longer-term solutions that may be employed by federal, state, and local taxing authorities in confronting the sharing economy.

This Article is the first in the tax literature to comprehensively examine the doctrinal and compliance issues raised by sharing. While its focus is on taxation, this Article is part of a broader conversation about the adequacy of existing legal structures and regimes in regulating the emerging sharing economy. This conversation implicates issues such as how the law might have to develop in light of changing economic arrangements, creative uses of technology, and innovation. While these are broad conceptual issues, they do demand careful examination of existing laws and their application. This Article’s contribution is just such a close examination in the context of taxation.

Some initial caveats must be noted. First, we have focused largely on ridesharing and home sharing. While sharing has emerged as an overarching concept in the press and in scholarly literature, our detailed tax study confirms that generalizations regarding the sharing economy, while possible, should be made carefully. This is likely to be true in other regulatory fields as well. The tax law example highlights this point rather well, because all types of sharing must confront the tax law, and yet we observe variation in the specific tax rules and issues that arise in each sub-area of sharing.

Second, because the sharing sector has emerged relatively recently, the actual tax return filing and compliance behaviors of sharing earners have been subject to scant empirical analysis. In fact, the 2015 tax filing season may be the first time that many sharing earners will be reporting sharing income. While existing tax compliance studies focusing on self-employed workers and independent contractors may be informative, they cannot provide precise answers. Further empirical study is required to accurately assess the tax compliance behaviors of sharing economy earners. Our analysis in this Article lays a roadmap for the conduct of such study.\(^\text{19}\)

\(18\) See, e.g., Ranchordás, Does Sharing Mean Caring, supra note 6, at 416–21; Rauch & Schleicher, supra note 7, at 910–13.

Finally, our inquiry takes place in a dynamic economic climate in which business models, practices, industries, and technologies are changing and evolving.\textsuperscript{20} Given this dynamism, it is likely that the tax strategies employed by the sharing businesses will change over time.\textsuperscript{21} Moreover, it is possible that as sharing economy earners become more familiar with tax compliance and tax reporting, their behaviors may change as well. Thus, the insights we develop in this Article are necessarily preliminary and will require ongoing attention and investigation.

I. THE SHARING ECONOMY

While there is no universal definition of the term “sharing economy,” commentators have described it as a model of production, consumption, and distribution of goods and services whereby people “share” their assets or other resources on an excess capacity basis via peer-to-peer arrangements.\textsuperscript{22} For example, a homeowner or car owner might rent out a room or car, respectively, that she is not using.\textsuperscript{23} A car owner might offer rides in her personal vehicle in her free time.\textsuperscript{24} Or a person with a certain skill (such as computer repair or dogsitting) might provide that service to peers in their free time for a fee.\textsuperscript{25}

Such peer-to-peer sharing is facilitated by a number of companies, including platforms such as Uber, Airbnb, and TaskRabbit. A distinctive feature of these sharing economy businesses is the use of technology


\textsuperscript{21}. In fact, sharing businesses have already changed some of their reporting positions. See infra Part III.A.2.

\textsuperscript{22}. See, e.g., Matofoka, supra note 2 (“The Sharing Economy is a socio-economic system built around the sharing of human and physical assets.”).


platforms (mobile phone applications and the Internet) to bring producers, providers, and consumers of goods and services together, in exchange for a fee for using the platform. With the ease provided by such technology, almost anything—bicycles, wifi, clothing, and even kittens and toilets—can be shared.

While informal pooling, renting, and borrowing arrangements are not new, access to the Internet and mobile technology means that the scale, scope, frequency, and transformative potential of such sharing transactions have reached an unprecedented degree. The global sharing market is valued in the billions, and the valuation of sharing businesses like Airbnb and Uber has surpassed that of some hotel and traditional car-rental competitors. The impact of sharing has been so significant that

28. See Pricewaterhouse Coopers, supra note 4 (estimating that revenue from five sharing sectors could potentially reach $335 billion by 2025); see also Bass, supra note 4 (suggesting value of Uber at $50 billion in July 2015); Sarah Cannon & Lawrence H. Summers, How Uber and the Sharing Economy Can Win over Regulators, HARV. BUS. REV., Oct. 13, 2014, available at https://hbr.org/2014/10/how-uber-and-the-sharing-economy-can-win-over-regulators/ (“Sharing economy firms are disrupting traditional industries across the globe. For proof, look no further than Airbnb which, at $10 billion, can boast a higher valuation than the Hyatt hotel chain. Uber is currently valued at $18.2 billion relative to Hertz at $12.5 billion and Avis at $5.2 billion. Beyond individual firms, there are now more than 1,000 cities across four continents where people can share cars. The global sharing economy market was valued at $26 billion in 2013 and some predict it will grow to become a $110 billion revenue market in the coming years, making it larger than the U.S. chain restaurant industry. The revenue flowing through the sharing economy directly into people’s wallets will surpass $3.5 billion this year, with growth exceeding 25%, according to Forbes.”); Kathleen Kusek, The Sharing Economy Goes Five Star, FORBES (July 15, 2014, 2:09 PM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/kathleenkusek/2014/07/15/the-sharing-economy-goes-five-star/ (also noting Forbes’ estimate). Fund raising efforts at Airbnb in 2015 have suggested a valuation of $20-25 billion. See Sara Ashley O’Brien, ‘Crazy Money’ – Airbnb Valued at over $25 Billion, CNN MONEY (June 27, 2015, 6:59 PM), http://money.cnn.com/2015/06/27/technology/airbnb-funding-valuation-update/; Serena Saitto, Airbnb Said to Be Raising Funding at $20 Billion Valuation, BLOOMBERG TECH. (Feb. 28, 2015, 7:20 PM), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-01/airbnb-said-to-be-raising-funding-at-20-billion-valuation.
commentators frequently refer to sharing-based consumption and production as “disruptive” of traditional industries, such as hotels and taxi cabs. In the remainder of this Part, we describe key characteristics and recent developments in ridesharing, home sharing, and other types of sharing.

A. Vehicle Ridesharing

1. Uber

Uber is regarded by many as the market leader in the peer-to-peer ride service sector. The service is available in about 186 US cities and sixty-seven foreign countries. Uber uses a smartphone application to connect customers with drivers of vehicles for hire. Uber’s basic business model involves partnering with local owners of licensed private car companies and also with ordinary citizens driving their personal vehicles. Uber itself does not own cars. The drivers themselves decide whether and when to open up the Uber mobile application and accept ride requests from customers. Thus, Uber regards itself as a marketplace for the provision of services by these individual drivers, and treats the drivers as independent contractors.

On the other hand, Uber itself sets the fares charged for rides, and fares depend in part on the “level” of service provided. UberX is Uber’s best-known division and allows drivers to use their own vehicles to offer rides.


to customers at fares often significantly lower than taxi fares for comparable trips. To become an UberX driver, applicants must meet an age requirement and have a driver’s license, a car (2005 or newer, in most cities), proper insurance, and a clean driving record. Applicants must also clear a background check.

Uber offers other services in certain markets. UberBlack is a traditional “Black-Car” service that resembles typical limousine services. In many US cities, Uber riders also have the options of UberLUX, a luxury car service; UberSUV, a full-sized luxury SUV; UberTAXI, a licensed taxicab; UberXL, a non-luxury SUV; and UberPool, a reduced-fare pooled ride service. Although the scope and increasing variety of Uber’s services offer interesting insights into market development, for purposes of this Article our focus is on the basic car-sharing model, UberX, which we will generally refer to as “Uber.”

A distinctive characteristic of Uber’s fare structure is its use of varying levels of pricing, depending on demand. Under such dynamic or “surge” pricing, changes in fare price are driven algorithmically when wait times increase and unfulfilled requests start to rise. Sometimes these fare increases occur because of a demand surge during high traffic times like


41. Id.


Friday or Saturday night. Other times, they can occur because of special conditions,\textsuperscript{44} such as a holiday or inclement weather.\textsuperscript{45} Uber’s “surge pricing” has triggered significant public reaction\textsuperscript{46} and has even given rise to competing applications such as Gett, which offers rides at prices that never surge.\textsuperscript{47} Until May 2016, Uber claimed that its fare included tips and told customers that there was no need to give drivers an additional tip.\textsuperscript{48} This tip policy created dissatisfaction among some drivers, leading to litigation over the collection and disbursement of tips.\textsuperscript{49} As part of an April 2016 settlement agreement in class actions in California and Massachusetts regarding Uber’s classification of drivers as independent contractors, Uber agreed to let drivers seek tips.\textsuperscript{50} That settlement agreement is pending court approval and is not final. Uber also charges a “booking fee,” previously known as the “safe rides” fee.\textsuperscript{51}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{44} See David Streitfeld, As It Shakes Up the Taxi Business, Uber’s a Target, BOS. GLOBE (Jan. 27, 2014), http://www.bostonglobe.com/business/2014/01/27/uber-hits-rough-patch/2zON2vyXha5AVhsN15es/story.html.


\textsuperscript{51} See I Was Charged a Booking Fee, UBER, https://help.uber.com/h/334e9e-9b15-45ba-b9b4-e21d28776afe (last visited June 6, 2016) (explaining that the “booking fee” was previously known as the “safe rides fee” and is intended to support driver and passenger safety initiatives and cover “other operational costs”); I Was Charged a Safe Rides Fee (US + Canada Only), UBER,
In exchange for creating and providing the app-based marketplace for rides, Uber takes a portion of the gross fares (usually 20%, though this varies by market) generated by drivers. Despite its claim prior to May 2016 that tips were included in the fare, Uber apparently took its percentage cut off the entire base fare, a practice that resulted in litigation. Uber also charges drivers a weekly fee for the drivers’ use of an Uber-ready smartphone, although drivers are encouraged to use their own phones and download the Uber smart phone application. Drivers are responsible for their own expenses, including gas, equipment maintenance, and repairs.

Uber offers drivers a commercial insurance policy that covers accidents occurring from the time the driver accepts a customer until the end of the trip. The policy covers both driver liability as well as uninsured motorists and also includes contingent comprehensive and collision insurance. Uber has also instituted a “gap” insurance policy to cover accidents that happen when UberX drivers are not ferrying customers but are logged onto the Uber application and accepting customers. This policy, which

https://web.archive.org/web/20151209012513/https://help.uber.com/h/4fa83c50-ab30-434c-b911-f63ad11cd4d8 (last visited June 22, 2016) (describing the safe rides fee, when that term was used, and noting that the fee supported local background checks and related safety measures); see also sources cited supra note 35. But see Ellen Huet, Uber Faces Class-Action Lawsuit over $1 ‘Safe Rides Fee,’ FORBES (Dec. 27, 2014, 2:14 AM), http://www.forbes.com/sites/ellenhuet/2014/12/27/uber-class-action-lawsuit-safe-rides-fee/. Uber apparently changed the name for this flat fee as part of the settlement of litigation regarding the safe rides fee and Uber’s claim that it was an industry leader in its background checks. See, e.g., Mike Isaac, Uber Agrees to Settle Class-Action Suit Over Safety Claims, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 11, 2016), http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/12/technology/uber-settles-class-action-suit-over-safety-background-checks.html.


55. See Lazo, supra note 49.


57. Id.

58. Id.
used to be contingent, is now primary to personal automobile insurance.\textsuperscript{59} However, that policy does not cover damage to the Uber driver’s own car during the gap period.\textsuperscript{60}

2. Lyft and Sidecar

In addition to Uber, other peer-to-peer ride services have also arisen in various markets. Lyft is Uber’s foremost competitor in the ridesharing market.\textsuperscript{61} Uber and Lyft are similar services\textsuperscript{62} and have nearly identical business models.\textsuperscript{63} Like Uber, Lyft connects passengers and drivers through Lyft’s smartphone application.\textsuperscript{64} Like Uber, Lyft offers a basic service (Lyft), a shared ride service (Lyft Line), and a six-passenger ride service (Lyft Plus).\textsuperscript{65} Like Uber, Lyft also elevates fares during periods when demand is high.\textsuperscript{66} And like Uber, Lyft provides a liability insurance policy for periods when a Lyft driver is ferrying a customer.\textsuperscript{67} There are some differences, however. For example, Lyft customers are prompted to pay within the app after the ride and are able to tip the driver using the Lyft application, though a tip is not required.\textsuperscript{68} Prior to the 2016 California

\textsuperscript{59} \textit{Id.} This primary coverage was spurred by state law insurance changes, including California’s new insurance law requiring transportation network companies such as Uber to provide primary liability insurance coverage during the gap period. Assemb. B. 2293, 2014 Leg. (Cal. 2014).


\textsuperscript{65} \textit{Id}.


settlement (which is pending court approval), Uber did not allow additional tipping.\textsuperscript{69} Lyft, like Uber, takes a cut of the base fare; however, Lyft drivers keep 100\% of all tips.\textsuperscript{70}

Yet another variant of a peer-to-peer ride service was Sidecar.\textsuperscript{71} Unlike Uber and Lyft, Sidecar gave drivers and passengers more flexibility in setting terms—for example, in choosing rides based on drivers, car types, and fares.\textsuperscript{72} Sidecar operated in fewer cities than either Uber or Lyft, but marketed itself based on its greater flexibility and lower prices.\textsuperscript{73} In August 2015, Sidecar indicated that although it was not formally ending its ride hailing service, it was redirecting its focus away from ridesharing and towards delivery services.\textsuperscript{74} And in January 2016, it sold its assets to General Motors and shut down its business, due in part to its inability to compete with Uber.\textsuperscript{75}

Finally, it is important to note in describing these ridesharing services that there are geographic differences in how the businesses are structured and operated. For example, commentators have noted regional differences (such as differences in prices and incentive structures) between driving for these services in the New York versus the San Francisco market.\textsuperscript{76}

3. Peer-to-Peer Car Rentals

In addition to peer-to-peer ride services, the sharing economy has also seen the emergence of peer-to-peer car rentals, provided by companies such as Turo, Getaround, and Drivy.\textsuperscript{77} Car owners create car profiles and
manage a calendar to let renters know when the car is available for rent and at what rate. Renters enter their travel dates and location details and can browse through a selection of vehicles with varying features and luxury levels. All of this can be done via smartphone application or through the Internet. These services offer insurance coverage for rentals. Turo, for example, covers the car owner for $1 million in liability insurance and offers 24/7 customer service.\footnote{Rent Safely, Travel Confidently, Turo, https://turo.com/trust-and-safety (last visited Jan. 10, 2016).} Getaround also insures rentals up to $1 million.\footnote{GETAROUND, https://www.getaround.com (last visited Jan. 5, 2016).} If the renter has not paid for tickets or tolls during his or her reservation, Turo will reimburse the car owner for those charges.\footnote{What Will I Earn and How Do I Get Paid?, Turo, https://support.turo.com/hc/en-us/articles/203992000-What-will-I-earn-How-do-I-get-paid-- (last visited Jan. 10, 2016).} Turo also has additional policies for smoking fees, pet fees, cleaning fees, gas fees, and late return fees.\footnote{Fees & Fines, Turo, https://support.turo.com/hc/en-us/articles/203990780-Fees-Fines (last visited Jan. 10, 2016).}

In exchange for providing the application or marketplace for these rentals, the companies take a percentage of the rental price as well as additional charges. For example, Turo car owners generally receive 75% of the rental price and excess mileage charges.\footnote{What Will I Earn and How Do I Get Paid?, supra note 80.} Like vehicle ridesharing services, peer-to-peer car rentals allow individuals to share underused vehicles and monetize a previously untapped resource. While this Article focuses primarily on ridesharing and home sharing, the existence of peer-to-peer car rentals demonstrates that sharing-economy arrangements are heterogeneous and can encompass a number of different service and rental relationships.

\section*{B. Peer-to-Peer Lodging and Accommodation}

Like the peer-to-peer transportation services, peer-to-peer marketplaces for accommodation, such as Airbnb\footnote{AIRBNB, https://www.airbnb.com/ (last visited Jan. 5, 2016).} and Roomorama,\footnote{ROOMORAMA, https://www.roomorama.com (last visited Jan. 5, 2016).} operate marketplace platforms that connect landlords (called “hosts” by Airbnb) and travelers, enabling these transactions without owning any rooms.
themselves. On Airbnb, for example, hosts can rent out anything from entire homes, to a room in a house, to an air mattress in a living room. Hosts decide on the price they will charge and manage their own personal rental calendar. Hosts can set custom prices for individual nights and weekends, special events, and monthly stays. Renters, via either the smartphone application or the website, input their travel dates and then can search through host listings based upon price, location, and amenities. Thus, home sharing services allow hosts to monetize unutilized space and provide renters an alternative to standard hotel accommodations.

Like ridesharing companies, the home sharing companies take a cut of the rental payment. On Airbnb, for example, the payout for hosts is the listing price minus a 3% host-service fee, which Airbnb deducts every time a reservation is booked at its website to cover the cost of processing guest payments. In addition, the guest pays a guest-service fee (usually 6-12%) each time a reservation is booked. The percentage charged depends on the reservation price and decreases as the reservation amount increases. Like other sharing economy companies, Airbnb provides insurance to hosts, a guest refund policy, and customer support.


http://openscholarship.wustl.edu/law_lawreview/vol93/iss4/7
C. Other Online Peer-to-Peer Marketplaces for Sharing

Although the focus of this Article is peer-to-peer ride services and accommodation rentals, these are just two examples of how the sharing economy has grown and developed. With the availability of technology that can seamlessly connect peer suppliers and producers, almost anything can be shared, and a number of different industries now operate using the sharing model to provide a variety of goods.\textsuperscript{94}

One prominent example, TaskRabbit,\textsuperscript{95} allows users to outsource freelance services to others in their local neighborhood using an online marketplace model. Recently, TaskRabbit shifted their business model from a “freewheeling auction” model to a more controlled website.\textsuperscript{96} Prospective employers, or “Clients,” choose from a number of broad categories, including: “Cleaning,” “Handyman,” “Shopping and Delivery,” “Moving Help,” and others. After this selection, clients receive a choice of a number of “Taskers” with various hourly rates and skill sets. TaskRabbit will let clients set filters so that they only receive matches for certain job categories. After a client selects a Tasker, the two schedule a time for the job and communicate with one another in real time using a custom-messaging platform built by the company. In order to select a desired Tasker, clients utilize a user-controlled rating system to help make their decision.\textsuperscript{97} TaskRabbit employs a transparent system where clients see the hourly rates for the Taskers. TaskRabbit takes a 30% service fee on each task.\textsuperscript{98} By using TaskRabbit, Clients and Taskers receive 24/7 Members Services support and an insurance policy, which guarantees up to $1 million of coverage per task.\textsuperscript{99}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item[94.] See supra note 27 and accompanying text.
  \item[97.] TaskRabbit continues to experiment with ways to identify its top workers through its Elite Tasker program (based on approval rating and number of tasks performed). Support Center, TASKRABBIT, https://support.taskrabbit.com/hc/en-us/articles/206488433-Elite-Tasker-Holiday-Program-11-2-15 (last visited Feb. 9, 2016). Such workers receive recognition on the website that presumably generates more tasks for them.
  \item[98.] What Is the TaskRabbit Service Fee?, TASKRABBIT (May 24, 2016, 1:55 PM), https://support.taskrabbit.com/hc/en-us/articles/204411610-What-is-the-TaskRabbit-Service-Fee-
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
In addition to tasks and chores, the sharing economy has also reached numerous other industries, including dog boarding, clothing, bicycles, and wifi. 101 Most of these industries operate on a similar model to ridesharing and home sharing: the business creates an online marketplace, bringing together consumers and suppliers of the goods or services, and takes a percentage commission in exchange for providing the matching platform.

II. TAX ISSUES IN THE SHARING ECONOMY

We now turn to examining the substantive and doctrinal tax issues raised by sharing, focusing on the ridesharing and home sharing sectors. Commentators have claimed that tax issues and uncertainties abound for those earning income in the sharing economy. 102 In Parts II and III, we closely examine whether and in what respects these claims are accurate. We find that while they may be complicated, significant portions of the doctrinal tax rules governing the tax liability of sharing economy earners are not unclear. More importantly, these rules are generally adequate for taxing sharing. In a few respects, particularly regarding employment taxes and occupancy and other local taxes, the applicable law is less clear. But the conceptual framework and categories of current tax law should continue to be adequate once the necessary clarifications are provided regarding the law’s application. In short, perhaps in contrast to other regulatory spheres, fundamental substantive overhaul of the tax law or introduction of new rules is not necessarily required. On the other hand, as further discussed in Part III, the sharing economy may raise fresh issues with respect to tax compliance. 103

The tax issues at stake in the sharing economy vary depending on the industry, and contextualized study is required. For example, home sharing may implicate the I.R.C. § 280A limitations, while ridesharing may require use of the standard mileage expense method. 104 Thus, for clarity, we discuss ridesharing and home sharing separately, in Parts II.A and II.B, respectively. In Part II.C, we flag those areas—employment and local occupancy taxes—in which there may be uncertainty in determining which

101. See supra note 27.
102. See, e.g., supra notes 7, 11.
103. See infra Part III.
104. See infra Parts II.A.2, II.B.2.
rule applies, while re-emphasizing that the rules themselves are quite clear and the concepts and categories of tax law remain sufficient.

A. Income Taxation of Peer-to-Peer Ride Services

The tax rules that govern ridesharing can broadly be divided into three groups: (1) general rules for income inclusion and deduction; (2) rules governing apportionment of expenses between business and personal uses; and (3) self-employment tax rules. We show in Part II.A that the rules in the first two groups may be complex but are for the most part clear. We discuss the third group of rules in Part II.C.

1. General Rules for Income Inclusion and Deduction

The clear doctrinal rule with respect to income inclusion is that ridesharing drivers are taxed on a net basis on their income earned from driving activities minus allowable expenses.\(^{105}\) Conceptually, this tax treatment is not unlike that of other business income earners operating as independent contractors. Income sources for ridesharing drivers will include the gross fares received as well as any additional tips received. They may also include referral and other bonuses, driver credits, and other such payments from the ridesharing services themselves. Expenses may include gas, amounts paid for vehicle repairs, and driving insurance. Ridesharing drivers may be subject to certain documentation requirements and other limitations in their ability to deduct expenses.\(^{106}\)

As further discussed below, drivers may choose to either deduct actual expenses or use the standard mileage method.\(^{107}\)

2. Apportionment of Expenses Between Business and Personal Use

While the general scheme for taxing income and expenses is clear, complexities may arise in the ridesharing sector because many ridesharing drivers do not drive full time.\(^{108}\) Furthermore, the vehicle they use for

---

\(^{105}\) See I.R.C. §§ 61, 162, 212 (2014).

\(^{106}\) Business deductions under I.R.C. § 162 must meet the requirements of I.R.C. § 274(d), which dictates that listed property must meet certain documentation requirements. See id. § 274(d). Listed property includes: (1) passenger automobiles, and (2) any other property used as a means of transportation unless substantially all the use is for the “business of providing to unrelated persons services consisting of the transportation of persons or property for compensation or hire.” I.R.C. § 280F(d)(4)(C) (2014).

\(^{107}\) See infra Part II.A.2.

\(^{108}\) A study commissioned by Uber and conducted by the Benenson Strategy Group found that, based on interviews conducted in December 2014, 52% of “partner-drivers” driving with Uber were
ridesharing may also be driven for personal use, sometimes predominantly for personal use. Thus, because the tax law only permits deduction of business-related expenses, ridesharing drivers may face more significant expense allocation and tracking issues than taxicab drivers.

Most, but not all, expenses of ridesharing drivers will pertain to the vehicle they operate. For tax purposes, drivers may either (1) deduct the actual business expenses that they incur or (2) recover them using the standard mileage method.

**Actual Costs Method.** If the driver uses “actual costs,” the relevant covered expenses include: depreciation, garage rent, gas, insurance, lease payments, licenses, oil, parking fees, registration, repairs, tires, and tolls. If the vehicle serves both business and personal uses, then the driver must apportion these expenses between the business and the personal use. Such apportionment may be based on miles driven. The driver must keep track of personal use miles and business miles and track all qualified actual expenses (the listed expenses above). These actual expenses are then divided based on mileage, with the business portion deductible. For example, if two-thirds of the miles driven in the vehicle are business miles (e.g., driving with Uber), then two-thirds of the actual

---

109. The typical Uber driver uses his or her own car. See generally Uber Vehicle Requirements for 2016, RIDESHAREAPPS.COM, http://rideshareapps.com/uber-vehicle-requirements-for-2016/ (last visited Feb. 9, 2016) (specifying by city the oldest model year accepted for the vehicle and that it must be a 4-door vehicle); The Driver, Uber Updates Car Requirements to 2001 or Newer in 2016, RIDESHARE DASHBOARD (Feb. 2, 2016), http://ridesharedashboard.com/2016/02/02/uber-updates-carrequirement-2001-newer-2016/ (same). As noted, other Uber services coordinate with local licensed livery and taxicab services. See, e.g., UberTaxi, UBER MOVEMENT BOS., http://boston.ubermovement.com/ubertaxi?iq=taxi (May 28, 2016); see also Mina, Uber, Just the Way You Like It!, Uber (July 3, 2012), http://blog.uber.com/2012/07/03/choice-is-a-beautiful-thing/ (noting that riders in Chicago are able to hail and automatically pay for a taxicab using the UberTAXI app); Uber Moves: San Francisco Bay Area, Uber, https://www.uber.com/cities/san-francisco (last visited May 28, 2016) (providing access to vehicles under the UberTAXI program in San Francisco that are commercial taxis driven by an individual licensed and certified by the city of San Francisco).

110. See I.R.C. § 262 (2014) (disallowing deductions for personal expenses not expressly provided for by the Code). Cab drivers operating business-use only vehicles would have no need to allocate miles (and costs) between business and personal use.


expenses of operating the vehicle may be deducted against the Uber business income. The remaining one-third of expenses allocated to personal use would not be deductible.\textsuperscript{114} For vehicles for which business use does not exceed 50\%, ridesharing drivers may be forced to use the alternative depreciation system, rather than Modified Accelerated Cost Recovery System ("MACRS") depreciation, and may not be able to make the I.R.C. § 179 election to expense certain car costs.\textsuperscript{115}

\textit{Standard Mileage Method}. On the other hand, if the driver uses the standard mileage rate, she must still keep track of the number of miles she drives for business, and she can deduct a certain number of cents per business mile driven.\textsuperscript{116} For 2015, the allowable standard mileage deduction is 57.5 cents per mile.\textsuperscript{117} If the driver uses standard mileage, then she cannot deduct her actual car expenses (e.g., lease payments, maintenance, repairs, gasoline, oil, insurance, and vehicle registration).\textsuperscript{118} The standard mileage rate cannot be used in certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{119} For example, standard mileage may not be used if the taxpayer has claimed depreciation deductions with respect to the car using a method other than straight line for the car’s useful life, or if the taxpayer has taken accelerated depreciation under I.R.C. § 168 or bonus depreciation under I.R.C. § 168(k) with respect to that automobile.\textsuperscript{120} Generally, this means

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{114} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{118} Rev. Proc. 2010-51, 2010-2 C.B. 883 (Section 4); I.R.S. Publ’n No. 463, \textit{Travel, Entertainment, Gift, and Car Expenses} (2014), at 16.
\item \textsuperscript{119} I.R.S. Publ’n No. 463, \textit{Travel, Entertainment, Gift, and Car Expenses} (2014), at 16 (providing that standard mileage cannot be used if you (1) "[a]re five or more cars at the same time (such as in fleet operations)," (2) "[c]laimed a depreciation deduction for the car using any method other than straight line, for example, MACRS," (3) "[c]laimed [an I.R.C. § 179] deduction" on the car, (4) "[c]laimed the special depreciation allowance on the car," (5) "[c]laimed actual car expenses after 1997 for a car you leased," or (6) "[a] mail carrier who received a qualified reimbursement").
\item \textsuperscript{120} Rev. Proc. 2010-51, 2010-2 C.B. 883 (Section 4.05(3)). Under straight line depreciation, the taxpayer recovers the asset’s basis ratably over the estimated useful life of the asset specified by law.
that the taxpayer cannot switch to the standard mileage method after having used actual operating costs.\textsuperscript{121}

While automobile costs will likely constitute the dominant business expenses of ridesharing drivers, other costs may be incurred. For example, a ridesharing driver might decide to buy water and candy bars for passengers to boost her driver rating.\textsuperscript{122} Such costs might be deductible regardless of whether the driver has selected the standard mileage rate method or the actual costs method, but the outlays would have to satisfy the deductibility requirements of the relevant statutes.\textsuperscript{123} As another example, ridesharing drivers must generally use a smartphone as part of their driving business. Due to the potential constraints in trying to deduct expenses for a phone used partially for business and partially for personal use, at least one commentator has urged drivers to buy a separate phone used exclusively for their ridesharing business to ensure the full deductibility of their ridesharing phone costs.\textsuperscript{124} The existence of these additional costs means that even use of the streamlined standard mileage rate method would not obviate the need for detailed record keeping. Also, at the margins, the business-personal distinction may become less clear, and there could be a question as to whether these additional expenses satisfy both I.R.C. § 162 (general deductibility of business expenses) and § 274 (further limits on the deductibility of otherwise § 162-qualified business expenses).\textsuperscript{125}

To be clear, we do not claim that tax law and tax reporting as applied to ridesharing drivers is not complex. Drivers may have to undertake significant tracking and reporting burdens regarding their income and expenses. Furthermore, apportionment between business and personal uses

\textsuperscript{121} Federal Tax Coordinator 2d, ¶ L-1903 (RIA Checkpoint Analysis Caution).


\textsuperscript{123} See, e.g., I.R.C. §§ 162, 274 (2014); Rev. Proc. 2010-51, 2010-2 C.B. 883 (Section 4.03) (noting that even if the standard mileage method is selected, the taxpayer may also deduct, as separate expenses, items such as parking fees and tolls).

\textsuperscript{124} See Rideshare Dashboard, \textit{Lyft and Uber Driver Salary and Tax Rates}, LINKEDIN (Dec. 25, 2014), https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/lyft-uber-driver-salary-tax-rates-rideshare-dashboard?forceNoSplash=true (“[I]t is recommended you get another mobile phone with data just for Lyft, Uber and Sidecar so you can deduct the entire phone bill, or you will need to itemize how much for personal use or business purposes.”).

\textsuperscript{125} Although not a likely risk for services like Uber, Lyft, and Sidecar, there is a possibility that in other less commercially structured variants, the IRS might deny losses on the ground that the activities are hobbies rather than part-time businesses. See Homobiles: Transportation with a Social Mission, NPR (Oct. 5, 2014, 7:57 AM), http://www.npr.org/2014/10/05/353849536/homobiles-transportation-with-a-social-mission (describing a “noncommercial, volunteer, 24/7 ride service for the LGBT community and others around San Francisco”).
of a vehicle may further increase compliance costs. Complexity and administrability concerns may suggest that reform is required. Our point, rather, is that for the most part, the ridesharing sector does not raise new issues requiring fundamental overhaul of the tax rules, even if their factual realities exacerbate some issues currently confronting the taxing authority and tax filers. In general, tax laws already have the doctrines and structures in place that are necessary to accommodate new filers from the ridesharing sector. As further discussed in Part IV, if deviations from existing doctrines are undertaken, they should be put in place for other carefully considered goals, and not simply on the grounds that current law cannot conceptually “reach” the sharing sector.

B. Income Taxation of Home Sharing

Home sharing implicates some of the same tax issues as ridesharing, but there are some important differences as well. The main issues with respect to home sharing are: (1) the doctrinal rules governing income inclusions and deductions; (2) issues that arise in allocating expenses between business and personal categories; and (3) state and local occupancy taxes. It is possible that some home sharing hosts may encounter self-employment tax issues (for example, if they are found to be operating a full-service bed and breakfast equivalent), but this is generally less likely than in the ridesharing sector. Again, we argue that despite complexities surrounding business-personal allocations, the substance of the federal income tax law is quite clear. With respect to state and local occupancy taxes, the application of these taxes to home sharing may be slightly more ambiguous, even though the rules themselves are not unclear.

1. General Rules for Income Inclusion and Deduction

Home sharing hosts must include rents received in gross income and may deduct qualified deductions in computing net taxable income. However, the sharing element of home sharing may give rise to complications less present in traditional real estate rentals. An important concern is the risk that expense deductions will be limited by I.R.C. § 280A. The provision was enacted to police the business-personal

126. Other commentators have explored potential I.R.C. § 132 questions. See Barry & Caron, supra note 12, at 82–84.
127. See infra Part II.C.2.
borderline by imposing limitations on a taxpayer’s deductions in connection with the rental of a “dwelling unit which is used by the taxpayer during the taxable year as a residence.”128 However, to the extent home sharing deductions are not limited by I.R.C. § 280A, taxpayers can proceed to do the usual business expense analysis and report all otherwise qualified deductions on their tax returns.129

In the most straightforward case, property used exclusively for business purposes (including home sharing rentals) and not for any personal purposes would not trigger the application of I.R.C. § 280A. Such exclusive business-use property might include, for example, a separate apartment with its own kitchen and toilet. It might also include a portion of the taxpayer’s residence that itself constitutes a separate “dwelling unit” within the meaning of I.R.C. § 280A (such as a basement apartment with its own kitchen and toilet).130 For these properties, taxpayers would not need to allocate expenses between personal and business use. On the other hand, taxpayers would still need to determine which costs are currently deductible and which must be capitalized. It seems likely, however, that a significant number of home sharing landlords will have property with respect to which there is personal use.131 In that case, the I.R.C. § 280A limitations would apply.132

2. Expense Limitations Associated with Partial Business-Use Property

Significant complexities may arise in home sharing rentals of properties where there is also some personal use by the taxpayer. There is

129. Rental expenses are generally reported on I.R.S. Schedule E (Form 1040).
130. Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.280A-1(c)(1), 45 Fed. Reg. 52,399, 52,401 (Aug. 7, 1980). This proposed rule defines a “dwelling unit” as a property that contains “basic living accommodations such as sleeping space, toilet, and cooking facilities.” Id.
132. Neither I.R.C. § 280A(c)(3) and § 280A(c)(5) (limiting rental expense deductions where the rented dwelling unit is used by the taxpayer as a residence), nor § 280A(e) (requiring apportioning expenses between rental activity and personal use, including use as a residence), would be relevant in the case of exclusive rental of property with no personal use of any type.
reason to think that these mixed-use properties may be a sizable portion of home sharing rentals.\footnote{See Press Release, Airbnb, supra note 131.} In the case of such properties, the following rules may limit the taxpayer’s ability to deduct home sharing expenses.\footnote{The following discussion focuses on the treatment of income and deductible expenses in homesharing activities because these tax questions are most dominant and pressing for taxpayers venturing into that sector of the economy. Similar complexities, though, dominate the calculation of gain or loss on the sale of property used in whole or in part for rental activities. If rental property with no personal use is sold at a loss, the loss should be deductible, subject to any applicable passive activity loss rules. See generally I.R.C. §§ 165(c)(1)–(2), 469 (2014). If, however, the taxpayer rents her home during part of the year, and later sells the home, the rental use does not affect the calculation of gain or loss on the sale, and any loss on the sale is not deductible. See Treas. Reg. § 1.165-9(a) (1964); I.R.S. Publ’n No. 523, Selling Your Home (2015), at 7, 9.}

\textit{a. The “Hotel” Exception}

Taxpayers may be able to participate in home sharing without being subject to the I.R.C. § 280A limitations on deductions associated with dwelling units if the property falls under the so-called “hotel exception.” That exception provides that “[t]he term ‘dwelling unit’ does not include that portion of a unit which is used exclusively as a hotel, motel, inn, or similar establishment.”\footnote{I.R.C. § 280A(f)(1)(B) (2014).} A room in a home is considered so used if it is “regularly available for occupancy by paying customers and only if no person having an interest in the property is deemed under . . . [the § 280A regulations] . . . to have used the unit as a residence during the taxable year.”\footnote{Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.280A-1(c)(2), 45 Fed. Reg. 52,399, 52,401–02 (Aug. 7, 1980); see also I.R.S Publ’n No. 527, Residential Rental Property (2015), at 2.} So, for example, a taxpayer who rents a room in her home for short-term occupancy to paying guests and who does not use the room herself might be able to avoid the limitations of I.R.C. § 280A, if it were determined that the room falls under the hotel exception. In that case, however, costs associated with common spaces and the building exterior, and not related to the business, cannot be deducted.\footnote{I.R.S Priv. Ltr. Rul. 8732002 (Apr. 2, 1987).}

Hosts in the home sharing economy face several challenges in trying to fall under the hotel exception. The most obvious is the factual question of whether the identified room is regularly available for occupancy and whether there is personal use of the room by the taxpayer.\footnote{Case law and rulings suggest that the “used . . . as a residence” requirement is interpreted strictly and that any personal use of the space by the taxpayer will take it outside of the hotel exception. See, e.g., Fine v. United States, 493 F. Supp. 540, 543–44 (N.D. Ill. 1980), aff’d, 647 F.2d 763 (7th Cir. 1981); Grigg v. Comm’r, 62 T.C.M. (CCH) 465 (1991), aff’d, 979 F. 2d 383 (5th Cir. 1992); Byers v. Comm’r, 82 T.C. 919, 925 (1984); I.R.S. Priv. Ltr. Rul. 8518003 (Jan. 18, 1985).} So, for
example, hosts who rent out a couch or an air mattress in the living room will be unlikely to qualify for the hotel exception. Similarly, taxpayers who rent out a spare room, but also use the room for personal purposes when not rented, would likely not qualify. Even for those taxpayers who reserve a room in their home solely for rental use, the ability to qualify for the “hotel exception” may be hampered by the distinctive operational features of this rental economy. For example, to the extent that Airbnb hosts have the right to screen, monitor, and evaluate potential renters, the room might not be considered “regularly available for occupancy by paying customers” in a manner comparable to hotels, motels, and inns.  

If the taxpayer’s room rental falls within the hotel exception, then the general rules for income and deduction where there is no personal use apply irrespective of I.R.C. § 280A. The taxpayer must divide expenses between the rental use portion of the property and the personal use portion of the property and may only deduct on Schedule E the rental use portion. “[A]ny reasonable method” may be used to divide expenses between rental and personal. Certain allowable personal use expenses may continue to be deducted on Schedule A.

b. Partial Rental Use of a Dwelling Unit That Does Not Rise to the Level of a Residence

If a taxpayer rents out property that is considered a “dwelling unit” within the meaning of I.R.C. § 280A but is not used exclusively for business, then I.R.C. § 280A applies. This scenario would arise, for example, if the taxpayer has a condominium that she rents out at fair rental value for most of the year but uses for personal purposes for some days. In such scenarios where there is partial personal use, two outcomes are possible.

139. See, e.g., Am I Allowed to Decline Booking Inquiries?, AIRBNB, https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/899 (last visited Jan. 6, 2016), archived at http://perma.cc/9XMJ-BUSK (“[Y]ou can tell any guest that your listing is unavailable for a trip they’ve asked about.”); see also What If I Feel Uncomfortable with a Guest?, AIRBNB, https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/259 (last visited Jan. 6, 2016), archived at http://perma.cc/M62A-6NZY (“If a guest sends you a booking inquiry or reservation request and you find that they’re not a fit for your space or hosting style, you are free to decline the booking.”). More recently, Airbnb has been under pressure to combat discrimination encountered by renters on the platform, thus the parameters of hosts’ ability to screen and evaluate renters may be in flux.

141. I.R.S. Publ’n No. 587, Business Use of Your Home (2014), at 10 (noting that square footage or number of rooms, where rooms are all about the same size, are two commonly used methods).
142. For example, home mortgage interest may be deducted. I.R.C. § 163(h)(3) (2014).
First, to the extent the level of personal use does not rise to that of a “residence,” the less restrictive portion of the I.R.C. § 280A rules applies. Personal use will only rise to the level of a “residence” if the use is for (1) more than 14 days or (2) 10% of the number of days for which the unit is rented at fair rental.143 If the personal use does not rise to the level of a “residence,” the taxpayer’s deduction for expenses attributable to the rental of the unit is limited to Y, where144:

\[ Y = \frac{\text{taxpayer’s total rental expenses} \times \text{number of days in the year the unit is rented at fair value}}{\text{total number of days in the year the unit is used}} \]

Thus, consider a case in which a home sharing host rents a unit to various guests for 350 days in a year and uses it personally for 7 days. If the total expenses associated with the unit were $10,000 for the year, the rule provides the deductible expenses may not exceed $9,804.145

c. Partial Rental Use of a Dwelling Unit That Is Used as a Residence

Second, if the level of personal use does rise to the level of a “residence,” then the more extensive rules of I.R.C. § 280A apply. This situation might exist if, for example, the rented space is a “dwelling unit” and the personal use of that space exceeds the threshold for being a residence noted above.146 If the taxpayer uses the dwelling unit as a residence and rents it out for fifteen days or more during the year, then the taxpayer must report the income and expenses (including depreciation) allocable to rental use on Schedule E, subject to the I.R.C. § 280A limitations.147

Specifically, I.R.C. § 280A limits the rental deductions attributable to the rental unit to the amount of gross income from the rental activity that remains after deducting (1) expenses allocable to the rental activity that would be deductible regardless of whether the unit (or portion thereof) was rented. Id. § 280A(c)(2). 145. Because $10,000 of total rental expense x 350 days rented at fair value ÷ 357 days unit is used during the year = $9,804, the total amount of rental expenses permitted under I.R.C. § 280A(c).

146. I.R.C. § 280A(d)(1); see also supra note 143 and accompanying text.
147. I.R.C. §§ 280A(c)(5), (e)(1) (2012). If the taxpayer used the dwelling unit as a residence and rented it for fewer than fifteen days during the year, then the taxpayer reports neither income nor expenses associated with the rental activity. Id. §§ 280A(c)(5), (g).
eight days and lives in it the remaining 337 days of the year.\textsuperscript{148} She earns a total rental income of $5,000, incurs $2,000 worth of expenses that would be deductible regardless of the rental activity (e.g., property tax), and incurs $400 in expenses related to the rental activity, but not to the unit (e.g., a fee to list the property on a home sharing website). Under I.R.C. § 280A(c)(5), this taxpayer is limited to a deduction of $4,446.58 for the expenses attributable to the rental unit use but not otherwise deductible (e.g., utilities, insurance, repairs, etc.).\textsuperscript{149} Expenses over this limitation may be carried over to the next taxable year.\textsuperscript{150}

To take another example, assume that a taxpayer rents out a room in her home on Airbnb for twenty-eight days a year but uses it for personal purposes on the remaining days. Assume the taxpayer earns $2,000 of rental income. Assume that the taxpayer has a total annual mortgage interest of $15,000 and total property tax liability of $11,000. The portion of mortgage interest related to the rental is $1,200 and the portion of property tax related to the rental is $880.\textsuperscript{151} Under these facts, the taxpayer would be able to take zero deduction for rental expenses attributable to the rental unit but not otherwise deductible (e.g., utilities, insurance) because her gross income from home sharing is less than the deductions otherwise allowable by the statute (mortgage interest and property tax).

\* \* \*

In sum, the doctrinal tax rules governing income inclusion and expense deductions in both ridesharing and home sharing are not unclear. These

\textsuperscript{148} See id. § 280A(c)(5).

\textsuperscript{149} The property is rented for twenty-eight of the 365 days it is used in the year. Thus, deductible rental-related expenses cannot exceed the ratio of 28 days rented/365 days used. Thus, of the $2,000 in property taxes, $153.42 is attributable to the rental; calculated as $2,000 in property taxes multiplied by the ratio of 28 days rented/365 days used. The remaining $1,846.58 of property tax ($2,000 - $153.42) is deductible regardless of rental use. To determine the amount of rental unit expenses deductible (other than those such as interest or taxes which are independently deductible), I.R.C. § 280A(c)(5) specifies the following calculation: $5,000 total rental income - $153.42 (otherwise permitted property deductions, here the portion of property tax, allocable to the days rented - $400 (rental expenses not related to the property, here the listing fee) = maximum of other rental unit costs allowed as deduction. If the taxpayer’s deductions exceed this annually calculated limit, the taxpayer may carryover the unused amounts, subject to some limitations. See I.R.S Publ’n No. 527, Residential Rental Property (2014), at 11; Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.280A-3(d), 45 Fed. Reg. 52,399, 52,405–06 (Aug. 7, 1980).

\textsuperscript{150} See I.R.C. § 280A(c)(5).

\textsuperscript{151} The portion of mortgage interest allocable to the days rented is calculated as 28 days rented ÷ 365 days used x $15,000 (total mortgage interest) = $1,200 mortgage interest allocable to rental use. The portion of property tax allocable to days rented is calculated as 28 days rented ÷ 365 days used x $11,000 (total property tax) = $880 property tax allocable to rental use.
rules, which have long applied to other small business owners or landlords, have equal application in the sharing economy. Yet these rules may be complex, and the structure of the sharing economy may exacerbate their complexities and may create compliance difficulties for tax return filers and enforcement difficulties for taxing authorities. We discuss some of these compliance concerns at greater length in Part III. It is important to note for now, however, that complexities in the law are not the same as saying that the tax law does not have an adequate framework for taxing sharing. While they may be less than ideal, the legal rules and frameworks are not inadequate.

C. Self-Employment Taxes and Local Occupancy Taxes

With respect to federal self-employment taxes and local occupancy taxes, the application of the law may be less clear than for federal income taxes. Yet, even here, the tax rules are not inadequate. The ambiguity lies in the question of whether the existing regime applies to sharing.

1. Self-Employment Taxes

One point of ambiguity is whether, for tax purposes, sharing economy workers are independent contractors who are responsible for paying self-employment taxes.\(^{152}\) This is more of a concern for ridesharing drivers and other task workers, although the issue may arise for some home sharing landlords as well.

The doctrinal rules regarding how self-employment taxes apply to independent contractors are well established. Essentially, sharing economy earners who are independent contractors would be subject to the same rules that apply to independent contractors in other industries. Amounts earned by such self-employed independent contractors will be subject to self-employment taxes (i.e., social security and Medicare tax at a 15.3% rate).

---

rate), which the individual will have to pay by filing a Schedule SE.\textsuperscript{153} The individual can then deduct half of these taxes on Form 1040, line 27.\textsuperscript{154} Because they are independent contractors not subject to withholding, such individuals may also have to pay estimated taxes, depending on their overall tax situation.\textsuperscript{155}

What is less clear, however, is whether sharing economy workers are, in fact, independent contractors. As discussed in more detail in Part III, most sharing businesses, including the ridesharing businesses, have taken the position that sharing workers are independent contractors rather than employees.\textsuperscript{156} However, the rules for distinguishing employees from independent contractors are complex and may vary depending on the precise work relationship and the specific law at issue.\textsuperscript{157} In the tax context, for example, the IRS has developed a 20-factor test to distinguish independent contractors from employees, and courts have considered a number of these factors in classifying workers.\textsuperscript{158} In brief, the IRS and courts will normally look at a variety of behavioral, financial, and

\textsuperscript{153}. See generally Self-Employed Individuals Tax Center, INTERNAL REVENUE SERV., http://www.irs.gov/Individuals/self-Employed/obligations (last visited Jan. 6, 2016). For 2015, the 15.3% self-employment tax reflects a social security tax component of 12.4% and a Medicare tax of 2.9%. I.R.C. § 1401(a), (b)(1) (2014). The additional Medicare tax introduced in 2013 imposes an additional 0.9% tax for compensation, including self-employment income above a threshold amount. Id. § 1401(b)(2).

\textsuperscript{154}. See I.R.C. § 164(f)(1) (2014); I.R.S. Cat. No. 24811V, (Jan. 26, 2015), at 31. Thus, drivers include their net driving income and a deduction for half of the self-employment taxes on Form 1040 along with any other taxable income.

\textsuperscript{155}. See I.R.C. § 6654(a), (d) (2014); see also I.R.S Publ’n No. 505, Tax Withholding and Estimated Tax (2015), at 23–32 (discussing circumstances under which estimated tax payments are required).

\textsuperscript{156}. See, e.g., Brian, Uber Driver Partner (Full-Time Independent Contractor), UBER (Mar. 28, 2014), http://newsroom.uber.com/drive-with-uber-earn-cash-with-your-car-4/; see also Terms and Conditions, UBER, https://www.uber.com/legal/usa/terms (last visited Jan. 6, 2016), archived at https://perma.cc/AS5U-AQ97?type=source (“The Services constitute a technology platform that enables users of Uber’s mobile applications or websites provided as part of the Services (each, an “Application”) to arrange and schedule transportation and/or logistics services with third party providers of such services, including independent third party transportation providers and third party logistics providers under agreement with Uber or certain of Uber’s affiliates . . . .”). Moreover, Uber sends drivers a Form 1099, rather than the Form W-2 used for employees. About Partner Taxes, UBER, https://web.archive.org/web/20151008212047/https://help.uber.com/h/1bf7007-7fe3-4c15-ac58-4b0f82fe017 (“If you’re a partner based in the United States, you will receive a 1099-K and/or 1099-MISC form to report income you earned with Uber.”).

\textsuperscript{157}. See TREASURY INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR TAX ADMINISTRATION, REF. NO. 2013-30-058, EMPLOYERS DO NOT ALWAYS FOLLOW INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE WORKER DETERMINATION RULING 2 (2013) (“IRS estimates that employers misclassify millions of workers as independent contractors instead of employees. . . . allow[ing] employers to avoid paying a significant amount of money in employment taxes . . . .”).

relational factors to distinguish employees from independent contractors. Very generally, a worker is an independent contractor if the business paying the worker has the right to control or direct only the result of the work and not what will be done and how.

Because of the unique structures of the sharing economy, some have argued that it is unclear whether sharing workers should be classified as independent contractors or employees, and the issue is a contested and unresolved one across a number of legal fields. The resolution of this issue will vary depending on the area of law. For example, the IRS, the US Department of Labor, and various state agencies will apply their own tests and standards in making the independent contractor vs. employee determination.

In this regard, some lawsuits have recently been filed, arguing that Uber drivers are employees rather than independent contractors. Two California District Court cases went forward after summary judgment was

159. This is often called the 20-factor test. The factors listed in Rev. Rul. 87-41 include: (1) whether the person for whom services are performed has the right to require compliance with that person’s instructions; (2) whether there is worker training; (3) whether the worker’s services are integrated into business operations; (4) whether the “[s]ervices must be rendered personally”; (5) whether the person for whom services are performed hires assistants; (6) whether there is a continuing relationship; (7) whether set hours are established; (8) whether full time work is required; (9) whether the work must be done on the employer’s premises; (10) whether the work must be performed in a specific sequence; (11) whether the worker must submit regular reports; (12) whether the worker is paid by the hour, week, or month; (13) whether the person for whom services are performed pays the workers’ business or travel expenses; (14) whether the person for whom services are performed “furnish[es] significant tools, materials, [or] other equipment”; (15) whether the worker invests in facilities used in performance of services that are not furnished by the employer (indicating independent contractor); (16) whether the worker can realize a profit or loss; (17) whether the worker works for more than one firm at the same time; (18) whether the worker makes her services available to the general public; (19) whether there is a right to discharge the worker; and (20) whether the worker can terminate the relationship at any time without incurring liability (indicating employee).


Washington University Open Scholarship
denied on Uber’s and Lyft’s motions for rulings that drivers are independent contractors for purposes of California state law. There are now settlement agreements pending court approval in these cases, though both are subject to modification and change. Under both settlements, drivers will continue to be classified as independent contractors. Those agreements, however, do not prevent courts or government regulators from reclassifying drivers as employees in the future. In addition, labor commissions in various states have gone both ways on the issue. While the standards applied by these courts and commissions can differ from the test that would be applied by the IRS and courts for tax purposes, the existence of these rulings shows that the issue is live and contested, and the resolution is far from clear.

With respect to tax law, if ridesharing drivers or other sharing economy workers are found to be employees for tax purposes, then responsibility for collecting the Medicare and social security taxes would rest with the ridesharing businesses themselves, not the individual drivers. Payments to the drivers would be subject to wage withholding, and not just information reporting. Thus, the Form 1099-K information reporting issue discussed below would cease to be an issue. Again, it is important to reiterate that the tax law itself is not inherently inadequate as applied to sharing.

See Cotter, 60 F. Supp. 3d at 1080–81; O’Connor v. Uber Techs., Inc., 82 F. Supp. 3d 1133, 1153 (N.D. Cal. 2015); see also Uber Drivers, supra note 162 (reviewing status of Uber driver litigation).


See, e.g., Berwick v. Uber Techs., Inc., No. 11-46739 EK, 2015 WL 4153765, at *6 (Cal. Labor Comm’n June 3, 2015) (ruling that Uber driver was employee), appeal docketed, No. C0C-15-546378 (Cal. Super. Ct. June 16, 2015); Alatraqchi v. Uber Techs., Inc., No. C−13−03156 JSC, 2013 WL 4517756, at *4 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 22, 2013) (ruling that Uber driver was independent contractor). We have even seen a single state agency rule and then reverse its position. In May 2015, the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity determined that an Uber XL driver was an employee eligible for unemployment benefits. However, on September 30, 2015, the agency reversed that May decision, and held that the driver was an independent contractor. Final Order, Raiser LLC v. Dep’t of Econ. Opportunity, No. 0026 2834 68-02 (Fla. Dep’t of Econ. Opportunity 2015), available at https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2447547-mcgillis.html. See, e.g., Davey Alba, Florida Says Uber Driver Isn’t an Employee After All, WIRED (Oct. 1, 2015, 6:20 PM), http://www.wired.com/2015/10/florida-uber-decision-reversal/.


See discussion infra Part III.A.

But see Lauren Weber, What If There Were a New Type of Worker? Dependent Contractor, WALL ST. J. (Jan. 28, 2015, 10:28 AM), http://www.wsj.com/articles/what-if-there-were-a-new-type-
question is how sharing economy workers fit into the employee vs. independent contractor distinction created by the law. That question is open but ultimately resolvable. Some commentators have suggested that the worker classification categories of current law are unsatisfactory and that a new category of worker might be necessary to better capture economic relationships in the new “1099 economy.” Again, we do not rule out the possibility or advisability of such fundamental legal reform. Rather, our position is that if such fundamental reform is undertaken, it should be done for policy reasons other than the assertion of current law’s inability to address the legal question. The independent contractor vs. employee determination is ultimately resolvable within the confines of current law.

2. State and Local Hotel Occupancy Taxes

Another issue that has confronted home sharing businesses and earners is the question of whether hosts are liable for various state and local occupancy taxes, room taxes, or hotel taxes when they rent out properties or rooms, and if so, who is responsible for collecting and paying over the tax. Such occupancy taxes are imposed on rentals (usually short-term rentals) of hotel rooms, on a per night basis. For example, San Francisco’s transient occupancy tax is 14%. The occupancy tax issue actually encompasses a number of separate issues, including: (1) whether the transaction gives rise to the occupancy tax at all; (2) if so, whether the guest, the host, or the home sharing business itself (i.e., Airbnb) is responsible for collecting and paying over the tax; and (3) how the tax should be priced or presented to the guest as part of the total rental price.
These questions have been under dispute with a number of state and local regulators, and the answers and approaches have varied based on locality.\textsuperscript{173} Although various state regulators had taken the position that Airbnb rentals were basically hotel rooms, Airbnb had initially resisted that characterization, and Airbnb hosts had, for the most part, not been collecting and paying over these taxes.\textsuperscript{174} This situation created both a substantive and an enforcement issue. The substantive issue was whether Airbnb rentals were in fact hotel rooms subject to the occupancy tax. Assuming the answer to the substantive law question was “yes,” an enforcement problem arose because of the difficulty in tracking down individual hosts to enforce compliance. Anecdotally, it seemed that very few hosts actually complied with such hotel tax payment obligations.\textsuperscript{175} Relatedly, Airbnb had initially taken the credible position that it does not own the rooms being rented, but functions merely as a middleperson and thus is not liable for collecting (and in some instances is not allowed to collect) the hotel tax.\textsuperscript{176}

However, facing potential enactment of less favorable regulatory regimes, Airbnb eventually conceded that Airbnb rentals may be subject to the hotel tax and certain sales taxes and agreed in certain states, cities, and localities (for example, Multnomah County and Portland, Oregon, San Francisco, San Jose, San Diego, Phoenix, Chicago, North Carolina, Rhode Island, and Washington, D.C.) to act as a collection agent for those taxes.


\textsuperscript{174} See Said, \textit{supra} note 11.

\textsuperscript{175} See Steven T. Jones, \textit{Airbnb Isn't Sharing}, S.F. BAY GUARDIAN (Mar. 19, 2013, 3:54 PM), http://www.sfbg.com/2013/03/19/airbnb-inst-sharing, \textit{archived at} http://perma.cc/GX9N-7L34; Tuttle, \textit{supra} note 7. In the traditional hotel context, the hotel collects the tax on its rooms and remits the tax to the government.

\textsuperscript{176} Airbnb’s position had been that it operated a new form of economic activity not covered by traditional regulations. Even when Airbnb has agreed to facilitate the collection and remission of these taxes, it continued to maintain that it really was not obligated. See Kopytoff, \textit{supra} note 173 (noting that while Airbnb’s earlier position was that hotel taxes did not apply to its model, its CEO Brian Chesky has conceded that “We believe it makes sense for our community of hosts to pay occupancy tax to the cities in which they live, with exceptions under certain thresholds, and we are eager to discuss how this might be made possible”); see also Sarah Burt, \textit{Brian Chesky Talks About Just How Different the Hotel Business Is from Airbnb}, TECHCRUNCH (Sept. 9, 2014), http://techcrunch.com/2014/09/09/brian-chesky-hotels-and-airbnb-are-the-same-but-different/, \textit{archived at} http://perma.cc/6S2W-4D5E (quoting Chesky’s inconsistent position on whether Airbnb is a hotel); Phillip Matier & Andrew Ross, \textit{Airbnb Pays Tax Bill of 'Tens of Millions' to S.F.}, S.F. CHRON. (Feb. 18, 2015, 8:48 PM), http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/matier-ross/article/M-R-Airbnb-pays-tens-of-millions-in-back-6087802.php, \textit{archived at} http://perma.cc/V53W-EZMA (noting Airbnb’s “concerns” about San Francisco’s assessment of back taxes).
owed by the hosts. In these locations, Airbnb began collecting the taxes from renters and paying them over to the appropriate government body. Thus, even though the business structure of the Airbnb model differs from traditional hotels, the net result in some locations has been the creation of a de facto withholding-agent obligation (in some instances, the state, city, or locality has actually changed the regulations to do this) imposed on Airbnb to facilitate otherwise near-impossible compliance. On November 11, 2015, Airbnb released “The Airbnb Community Compact” in which it announced that it would help “ensure the efficient collection of tourist and/or hotel taxes in cities that have such taxes” and that it would “work to implement this initiative in as many communities as possible.” Commentators have taken this as a sign that the industry, and in particular Airbnb, has reached a level of maturity that requires it to engage more directly with state and local governments and their laws, but seeks to set the terms of that engagement. Interestingly, Airbnb’s release of its “Community Compact” came shortly after a public relations imbroglio in October 2015, following a series of ads released in San Francisco that suggested, in a “flippant tone,” how the city could better use the company’s hotel tax payments to the city. The controversy over the advertising campaign erupted at an inopportune moment; San Francisco was set to vote on a ballot measure that would limit homesharing rentals


such as Airbnb.\textsuperscript{181} Ultimately, the ballot measure did not pass, but apparently Airbnb sought to temper its somewhat aggressive stance vis-à-vis state and local governments by releasing the Community Compact.\textsuperscript{182}

To reiterate, however, it is important to note that what is unclear is how the hotel and occupancy taxes should apply to home sharing businesses and who should collect the tax. These questions depend on whether the home sharing rentals are equivalent to hotel rooms under the applicable tax law. This issue is contested, but clarification is possible within the parameters of current law.

In summary, we have argued in Part II that in many respects, the structures and concepts of current tax law are adequate to the task of taxing sharing economy earners. On the other hand, we concede that on some issues, clarification is required. For example, clarification is required with respect to liability for self-employment taxes and local occupancy taxes. In addition, there are also open questions regarding how and whether other local taxes apply to sharing. For example, one open question is whether Uber rides should be subject to taxes and fees imposed on taxicab rides in certain localities.\textsuperscript{183} Furthermore, sharing economy arrangements may also continue to raise questions with respect to tax expenditures, such as exclusions from the income tax base. Jordan Barry and Paul Caron have explored, for example, the application of the I.R.C. § 132 qualified bicycle commuting expense fringe benefit to bicycle sharing programs, and have critiqued the IRS’s position that bicycle sharing programs do not qualify for that benefit.\textsuperscript{184} Barry and Caron have also pointed out the non-applicability of the I.R.C. § 132(f) transportation fringe benefit to car sharing programs.\textsuperscript{185} Similar issues with respect to deductions, exemptions, and other tax expenditures are likely to arise in other contexts.

Yet these types of issues can ultimately be resolved within the framework of existing tax laws. Unlike perhaps some other areas of law and regulation, the challenge for tax lies in clarification of the substantive law and potential incremental modifications, rather than fundamental overhaul. If reform of current law is to be undertaken, it should be

\textsuperscript{181} Id.
\textsuperscript{183} See sources cited infra note 294 (discussing application of New York City’s 50 cent tax per ride to Uber rides).
\textsuperscript{184} Barry & Caron, supra note 12, at 9–12.
\textsuperscript{185} Id. at 12–14.
undertaken for well-reasoned tax policy reasons, and not merely because the sharing sector is “too new” to be governed by current law.

III. TAX COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT CHALLENGES IN THE SHARING SECTOR: OPPORTUNISM AND MICROBUSINESS

While the tax rules that apply to sharing are not fundamentally unclear, nor particularly novel, tax compliance and enforcement may present distinctive challenges due to two intersecting features of the sharing economy. First, in determining how and whether to comply with existing laws and regulations, sharing economy businesses have the propensity to pick the more favorable regime if there is any ambiguity as to which regime applies. We call this behavior “tax opportunism.” Second, many sharing earners may earn relatively small income amounts, may use otherwise personal property for business purposes, and may be filing and reporting independent contractor business income for the first time. The confluence of these two realities—tax opportunism and the microbusiness characteristics of sharing—may present challenges in ensuring that sharing earners are complying with the tax laws. However, the precise nature of those challenges should be clarified through further empirical study.186

In this Part, we describe in greater detail the existence and impact of these two realities in the sharing economy. In Parts III.A and III.B, we discuss the concept of tax opportunism and delineate four examples of the phenomenon: (a) the decision by certain sharing businesses to classify themselves as third party settlement organizations for purposes of the information reporting rules; (b) the sharing businesses’ affirmative adoption of independent contractor classification for all drivers and hosts, rather than employee classification; (c) Airbnb’s decision out of the gate not to collect local hotel or occupancy taxes; and (d) the decision by ridesharing businesses to operate outside the taxicab medallion system in various localities. Parts III.A and III.B also explain why tax opportunism more accurately captures a distinctive aspect of the conduct of certain sharing economy businesses than either regulatory arbitrage or outright illegality. In Part III.C, we describe the microbusiness character of the sharing economy and the challenges that this creates.

186. We undertake such study in subsequent work. See Oei & Ring, supra note 19 (manuscript at 26–55).
A. Tax Opportunism: The Information Reporting Example

A dominant narrative for describing the regulatory strategies of sharing economy businesses suggests that these businesses possess a flagrant and aggressive disregard for the law, engaging in outright legal violations on the theory that it is better to beg forgiveness later than ask permission in advance. 187 We offer an alternative narrative—tax opportunism—to describe certain aspects of how sharing businesses have dealt with tax laws and regulations.

1. Opportunism, Arbitrage, and Illegality

a. Tax Opportunism

Tax opportunism arises when a sharing business, which has features in common with two regimes (A and B) that are subject to different regulatory treatment (with A being more lightly regulated), takes the position that it looks more like A than B. Certain sharing businesses tend to engage in such tax opportunism where there is ambiguity regarding which regime applies. When engaging in opportunistic behavior, the sharing economy business makes a tax reporting or compliance choice for which there is at least some legal basis. That choice provides a regulatory advantage to the sharing business as compared with the (arguably more appropriate) alternative reporting or compliance position.

Of course, taxpayer adoption of favorable reporting positions is not surprising or unusual. Many other taxpayers adopt favorable tax return positions and lobby lawmakers for favorable regulatory treatment. Therefore, in a sense, the opportunism displayed by the sharing businesses is not a new phenomenon. However, sharing does present a unique context in which such behavior arises. First, the sharing sector represents a material shift in the way businesses are structured and workers are hired, and sharing constitutes a notable departure from traditional industries for which it substitutes, such as transportation and lodging. The uniqueness of sharing presents businesses with an opportunity to adopt favorable regulatory positions supported by small gaps and ambiguities in the law. 188

Second, there are notable aspects of how the sharing industry has exercised opportunism that are peculiar to the sharing sector. For example, unlike some other businesses, sharing businesses have staked out

187. See, e.g., Clampet, supra note 8.
188. This is not to say there is not vocal opposition to such displays of opportunism.
potentially aggressive reporting positions without having first sought advance rulings or having consulted with taxing authorities. Additionally, many sharing businesses have taken these actions in plain sight. In other words, the opportunistic behavior of the industry is not hidden on a line of a tax return. The industry’s ability to act opportunistically in this manner may be partly due to the uniqueness of sharing as a technology-based sector without large capital outlays upfront.\textsuperscript{189} It might also stem from sharing businesses’ ability to tap into an enthusiastic demographic of consumers to harness public support for favorable regulatory treatment in a way not available to other nascent industries.

Tax opportunism is a distinct category of behaviors and is best understood in comparison to the two other analytical categories that might describe the sharing economy’s regulatory actions: regulatory arbitrage\textsuperscript{190} and outright illegality. Tax opportunism’s meaningful differences from these two categories suggest different regulatory prescriptions.\textsuperscript{191}

\textbf{b. Regulatory Arbitrage}

Regulatory arbitrage can be understood to mean those situations in which a participant pursues a particular transaction form or structure in order to secure identified regulatory benefits, even though that structure may add non-regulatory transaction costs.\textsuperscript{192} According to one definition, an actor engages in regulatory arbitrage when it manipulates “the structure of a deal to take advantage of a gap between the economic substance of a transaction and its regulatory treatment.”\textsuperscript{193} The actor will take this step if

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{189} For example, Uber did not have to purchase a large, nationwide fleet of vehicles to launch its business.
\item \textsuperscript{190} See Victor Fleischer, Regulatory Arbitrage, 89 TEX. L. REV. 227, 230 (2010); see also Jordan Barry, On Regulatory Arbitrage, 89 TEX. L. REV. SEE ALSO 69, 73–75 (2011) (commenting on Fleischer’s regulatory arbitrage analysis).
\item \textsuperscript{191} See discussion infra Part IV.
\item \textsuperscript{192} Fleischer, supra note 190, at 227–30. Whether the transaction (1) is modified from its original design at some cost to secure the desired regulatory benefits, or (2) was designed at the outset with an eye to the regulatory advantages despite additional costs incurred, is not relevant here. Both cases constitute regulatory arbitrage in that the parties incur extra costs to pursue a design that provides regulatory benefits. The difference between the two scenarios might depend on factors such as the stage at which advisors and lawyers became involved and the degree to which the arbitrage opportunity has become widely known. Both scenarios are distinct from the dynamics that have occurred in the sharing economy, where desirable treatment has become available largely due to the inherent unique business design of the sector. Cf. Annelise Riles, Managing Regulatory Arbitrage: A Conflict of Laws Approach, 47 CORNELL INT’L L.J. 63, 69, 72 (2014) (describing regulatory arbitrage as containing a “functional similarity” of financial products across different markets paired with a “relatively stable formal difference” in laws that “affords some tax or regulatory advantage”).
\item \textsuperscript{193} Fleischer, supra note 190, at 220.
\end{itemize}
it determines that the costs of adjusting the plan (including transaction costs and legal constraints such as anti-abuse rules)\textsuperscript{194} are outweighed by the regulatory advantages.

The tax opportunism exercised by sharing actors is different from traditional regulatory arbitrage because the sharing businesses have been able to rely on the core feature of their innovative business design—the use of Internet platforms to bring individual producers and consumers together in a manner sufficiently distinct from traditional industry—to take advantage of regulatory gaps. Thus, at least at the outset, the sharing businesses’ “first best” business structure provided the basis for the advantageous tax positions they claimed. In contrast, traditional regulatory arbitrage is understood to entail modifying or redesigning business structures at a cost in order to secure such regulatory advantages.

Of course, there will be some overlap between the “opportunism” and “arbitrage” constructs. Some sharing economy business planning may contain components of arbitrage, particularly as the industry evolves. For example, while regulatory opportunities derive from distinct features of the sharing model, sharing economy actors may over time seek to strengthen their regulatory position by making additional business choices that come at some transactional cost. However, because of the unique regulatory opportunities created by their innovative platforms, it is important to distinguish the sharing economy’s unique brand of opportunism. As discussed in Part IV, the tax system might pursue distinctive strategies and responses to combat this type of opportunism, as compared with traditional regulatory arbitrage.

c. Illegality

Tax opportunism is also distinct from a charge of outright illegality or failure to comply with obvious rules. Some commentators have claimed, for example, that sharing businesses regularly flout the law, perhaps with the goal of allowing the industry to take hold before acquiescing to regulation so as to increase their negotiating leverage vis-à-vis regulatory authorities.\textsuperscript{195} We think, however, that in a number of cases, the tax rules are not so obvious that failure to embrace the most onerous interpretation can be fairly labeled “illegal.” Tax opportunism takes advantage of actual

\textsuperscript{194} Id. at 230, 253.

\textsuperscript{195} See, e.g., Clampet, supra note 8; see also Editorial Board, The Dark Side of the Sharing Economy, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 30, 2014), http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/01/opinion/the-dark-side-of-the-sharing-economy.html?_r=0 (noting that some Airbnb rentals may be illegal).
gaps and inconsistencies in the law, even though such gaps may be small. While taxpayers, tax advisors, and the IRS sometimes disagree on when conduct constitutes intentional noncompliance as compared to viable taxpayer interpretation, both exist, and the law treats intentional disregard differently from plausible interpretation.\textsuperscript{196} As was the case with distinguishing tax opportunism from arbitrage, recognizing that tax opportunism may be distinct from illegality may suggest a different set of regulatory strategies for managing such opportunism.\textsuperscript{197}

2. Tax Opportunism in Information Reporting

The position taken by some sharing businesses with respect to third-party information reporting represents a key example of tax opportunism. Information reporting and withholding are two mechanisms by which taxing authorities secure taxpayer compliance with tax payment obligations. Information reporting generally refers to a process by which a third-party payor reports to the IRS amounts that the payor paid to a payee. Withholding occurs when a third-party payor withholds a specified amount from a payment made to the payee and remits that amount to the IRS.\textsuperscript{198} Third-party information reporting and withholding help the IRS identify income earned by taxpayers and collect income tax due.\textsuperscript{199} Studies suggest that in sectors where information reporting and withholding are difficult to impose (e.g., cash businesses), tax compliance declines.\textsuperscript{200}

\textsuperscript{196} Criminal tax law, for example, treats certain taxpayer conduct as a willful failure to comply with the law, not a plausible disagreement warranting merely back taxes, interest charges, and civil penalties from the errant taxpayer. See, e.g., I.R.C. § 7201 (2012).
\textsuperscript{197} See infra Part IV.
\textsuperscript{198} See infra Part III.B.1 (discussing the employee/independent contractor debate).
\textsuperscript{200} See sources cited supra note 199; see also James Alm et al., Do Individuals Comply on Income Not Reported by Their Employer?, 37 PUB. FIN. REV. 120, 122 (2009) (finding, in part based on experiments, that individuals who have relatively more nonmatched income (i.e., income not subject to third party information reporting) have significantly lower tax compliance rates than those with less nonmatched income); Morse et al., supra note 17, at 49 (finding, in part based on field interviews, that almost all interviewees believed that small businesses did not report some cash income; that interviewees frequently opined that such failure was important (sometimes more important) for payroll tax and sales tax evasion, as well as income tax evasion; and that many small businesses that evade taxes do so by “constructing parallel cash economies” (i.e., collecting cash, paying expenses in cash, using cash for purchases without depositing it, hoarding cash, not recording cash transactions, and self-financing)).
a. General Information Reporting Rules

Because most sharing businesses have taken the position that sharing earners are independent contractors, those sharing businesses are not performing tax withholding on amounts paid to sharing earners.\textsuperscript{201} Sharing businesses are, however, responsible for information reporting with respect to independent contractor income.\textsuperscript{202} There are two primary information reporting regimes that are relevant to the sharing economy: (1) Form 1099-MISC information reporting required under I.R.C. § 6041, and (2) Form 1099-K information reporting required under I.R.C. § 6050W.\textsuperscript{203} I.R.C. § 6041 generally requires persons engaged in a trade or business and paying rents, salaries, compensations, remunerations, emoluments, or certain other fixed or determinable gains, profits, and income of $600 or more to report the payment (to the Service and the recipient) on Form 1099-MISC.\textsuperscript{204} For tax years before 2011, Form 1099-MISC would have been the form used to report amounts paid to independent contractors.

I.R.C. § 6050W, effective January 2012 for the 2011 tax year, now requires “payment settlement entities” (“PSEs”) to report certain credit card payments and third party network transactions on Form 1099-K. The statute divides PSEs into two groups and applies different information reporting obligations to each. First, banks and other “merchant acquiring entities”\textsuperscript{205} must report all payments made to payees in settlement of credit card transactions.\textsuperscript{206} Second, all “third party settlement organizations”\textsuperscript{207} making payments to payees in settlement of third party network transactions must report such payments on Form 1099-K if the payments...
to the participating payee exceed $20,000 and if there are more than 200 transactions with the participating payee.\textsuperscript{208} The term “third party settlement organization” was meant to include services such as PayPal, Amazon, and Google Checkout.\textsuperscript{209} Thus, it is clear that “merchant acquiring entities” (such as certain banks) are subject to more stringent information reporting obligations than “third party settlement organizations,” because third party settlement organizations need only report when high income and transaction volume thresholds are met.

Two additional rules are significant. First, persons who receive payments from PSEs on behalf of other participating payees and who distribute such payments to those payees are treated as “aggregate payees.” An aggregate payee is treated as the payee with respect to the PSE making the initial payment but is itself viewed as the PSE with respect to the participating payees to whom it distributes the aggregated payment.\textsuperscript{210} Thus, for example, an aggregate payee receiving payments from a bank in settlement of credit card transactions would receive a Form 1099-K from that bank reporting those payments, and would in turn have to issue a Form 1099-K to each payee to whom it distributed the payments.\textsuperscript{211} Presumably, if the originating payor is a bank, then the more stringent “merchant acquiring entity” rule would apply and require the aggregate payee to report all payments, no matter how small.

Second, regulations under I.R.C. § 6050W and the instructions to Form 1099-K clarify the intended coordination between Form 1099-K and Form 1099-MISC issuances. If a payment is made by credit card (or through a third party payment network) and that payment would otherwise be subject to reporting on a Form 1099-MISC, no Form 1099-MISC need be issued by the business purchasing the goods or services. Instead, any reporting is done by the PSE on a Form 1099-K, to the extent required by I.R.C. § 6050W.\textsuperscript{212} For example, if a business pays a repair person $600 via credit card to fix business equipment, then prior to the new I.R.C. § 6050W rules, the business would have been required to issue a Form

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{208}{I.R.C. § 6050W(e).}
\footnote{210}{\textit{See} Treas. Reg. § 1.6050W-1(d)(1).}
\footnote{211}{\textit{See} Treas. Reg. § 1.6050W-1(e), Example 21. The regulations are not entirely clear on the application of the aggregate payee rule where the initial PSE is a third party settlement organization and not a merchant acquiring entity.}
\footnote{212}{\textit{See} Treas. Reg. § 1.6041-1(a)(iv) (2014); see also DEP’T OF THE TREASURY, \textit{supra} note 204, at 3.}
\end{footnotes}
1099-MISC to the repair person under I.R.C. § 6041. After new I.R.C. § 6050W, however, the business does not issue a Form 1099-MISC. Instead, the bank paying on the credit card issues a Form 1099-K. Both the regulations and the Form 1099-K instructions provide that in determining whether a payment is subject to the Form 1099-K reporting regime rather than the Form 1099-MISC regime, the $20,000/200 transaction threshold is disregarded. A likely interpretation of this language is that I.R.C. § 6050W applies if the payment is made by either category of PSE, and furthermore, that if the payor is a third party settlement organization, then no reporting (under either Form 1099-K or 1099-MISC) would be required for payments below the threshold of $20,000 and 200 transactions. As discussed below, this intersection of the rules gives rise to a potentially large reporting gap in the case of third party settlement organizations. But at least some commentators have proposed an alternative viable interpretation: all payments that are no longer reportable on Form 1099-MISC must now be reported on Form 1099-K, regardless of the de minimis threshold.

b. Information Reporting Positions Taken by Sharing Businesses and Potential Effects

Against this backdrop, Lyft and Sidecar took the position that, for the 2014 tax year, their drivers (whom they treat as independent contractors) would receive: (1) a Form 1099-K, if the driver provided more than 200 rides and received more than $20,000 for these rides during the year; and (2) a Form 1099-MISC, if the driver earned referral bonuses or other special direct payments from Lyft or Sidecar during the year exceeding

---

216. See discussion infra Part III.A.2.b. If a business makes a payment via a third party network (such as PayPal) of $600 or more that would previously be reported on Form 1099-MISC, the business no longer reports on Form 1099-MISC. Instead, the reporting obligation presumably shifts to the third party settlement organization (in this example, PayPal) under I.R.C. § 6050W. The gap arises because PayPal does not issue a Form 1099-K unless the payments to the payee equal at least $20,000 and there are at least 200 transactions. Therefore, payments of $600 or more that previously would have been reported are unlikely to be reported, except in the case of significant payees (those with high dollar payments and many transactions). See Treas. Reg. § 1.6041-(a)(iv); DEP’T OF THE TREASURY, supra note 204, at 3; see also Erb, supra note 209 (noting that the IRS confirmed that there is a notable reporting hole created by the intersection of I.R.C. §§ 6041 and 6050W).
217. See Christenson & Kottke, supra note 215.
$600.\textsuperscript{218} Until early 2015, Uber also took this position.\textsuperscript{219} This reporting position indicates that the ridesharing businesses consider themselves “third party settlement organizations” under I.R.C. § 6050W, akin to businesses such as PayPal.\textsuperscript{220} As such, they would have no reporting obligations for payments made for rides unless the driver exceeds the reporting threshold of $20,000 and 200 rides.

In early 2015, Uber changed its position and announced that it would issue a Form 1099-K to all drivers for their driving income, regardless of thresholds.\textsuperscript{221} It is not clear what prompted Uber to embrace a more burdensome reporting policy of issuing a Form 1099-K to each driver, given that its own business practices remained unchanged.\textsuperscript{222} It is also not certain how Uber is justifying its shifting position without conceding that it reported improperly in the prior three years.\textsuperscript{223}

Uber and Lyft (and Sidecar, when it was in business) also issue drivers a Form 1099-MISC for direct payments made by the platforms to the drivers (e.g., bonuses) of $600 or more because, with respect to those payments, they do not serve as an intermediary of any type between riders and drivers. For such direct payments, the rules of I.R.C. § 6041 apply because the I.R.C. § 6050W rules do not.\textsuperscript{224}


\textsuperscript{222} It is possible that Uber perceived the importance of relatively lax information reporting at the outset to incentivize drivers to drive for Uber, so as to obtain a first mover advantage and become a market leader in ridesharing. Having cemented its position as a market leader, Uber may have then decided to embrace tighter information reporting standards in order to (1) appease regulators and (2) force competitors such as Lyft and Sidecar to embrace similar tightened information reporting standards (on the theory that if the standards made driving less attractive, such secondary players in the market might suffer more from a smaller pool of willing drivers). Our thanks to Jordan Barry for pointing out this insight.

\textsuperscript{223} Uber might argue it is merely ensuring that it is providing the fullest information possible to all parties, including the government.

\textsuperscript{224} The fact that Lyft and Uber plan to issue a Form 1099-MISC for these payments indicates that the payments will not be made by credit card or third party payment network. If the payments
The Form 1099-K information reporting position taken by some of the ridesharing businesses gives rise to an information-reporting gap because drivers who do not earn ride income exceeding $20,000 through more than 200 rides will not have their income reported to the IRS. Although the absence of third-party reporting does not relieve drivers of the obligation to report all driving-related income on their tax returns, it does make it more difficult for the IRS to track total receipts and ensure gross income inclusions.

The tax information reporting position taken by ridesharing businesses (Lyft to the present, Sidecar while it was in business, and Uber until early 2015) is an instance of tax opportunism in action. When faced with potentially ambiguous third-party reporting obligations under I.R.C. § 6050W, these sharing businesses chose the less burdensome interpretation by identifying themselves as “third party settlement organizations” rather than as “merchant acquiring entities.” This position is not wholly unreasonable, yet its correctness is at least debatable. First, it is far from clear that the “third party settlement organization” category was intended to cover Uber, Lyft, and Sidecar as well as Amazon, PayPal, and Google Checkout. There are important differences between ridesharing and these online settlement organizations, such as their relative control over payees’ conduct (drivers, in the case of Uber and Lyft).

Second, it is possible that a sharing business might be viewed as an “aggregate payee” under I.R.C. § 6050W. Under that theory, the

---

225. Lyft itself has acknowledged the existence of that gap. See Tax Information, Lyft, https://web.archive.org/web/20160211181123/https://help.lyft.com/he/en-us/articles/213582038-Tax-Information (explaining the circumstances under which a driver will receive a Form 1099-K, Form 1099-MISC, or no form at all); see also supra note 216 and accompanying text.

226. But see discussion infra Part III.A.2.d.

227. See discussion infra Part III.B.1. The IRS recently ruled in Private Letter Ruling 201619006 (modifying Private Letter Ruling 201604003) that a taxpayer that “provides an [Internet] platform and marketplace through which” customers and providers of a service can transact was a “third party settlement organization” for purposes of the I.R.C. § 6050W reporting requirements. I.R.S. Priv. Ltr. Rul. 201619006 (May 6, 2016). The IRS noted that the taxpayer requesting the ruling “only provides the platform which allows Providers and Customers to connect and serves as a payment collection agent for purposes of accepting payments from Customers on behalf of Providers.” Id. It further noted that the service providers decide what amount to charge and that taxpayer “plays no role.” Id. Thus, the requesting taxpayer was presumably not a ridesharing company actively involved in setting rates. Despite the taxpayer’s concession that “payments from Customers to Taxpayer are payment card transactions or third party network transactions subject to [I.R.C. § 6050W] information reporting” and that “the relevant merchant acquiring entity or third party settlement organization issues Forms 1099-K to Taxpayer,” the private letter ruling did not consider whether the taxpayer was an “aggregate payee” for purposes of I.R.C. § 6050W. Id. The issuance of this Private Letter Ruling demonstrates that the IRS is starting to weigh in on the information reporting question. See id.; I.R.S. Priv. Ltr. Rul. 201604003 (Aug. 24, 2015).
ridesharing business itself receives a Form 1099-K from its own PSE (bank) and then would be regarded as a PSE vis-à-vis the drivers, presumably required to “step into the bank’s shoes” as an aggregate payee and report all transactions the bank was required to report. The characterization of ridesharing businesses as aggregate payees might call into question the claim that they are “third party settlement organizations.” Third, as noted above, the proper relationship between Form 1099-MISC and Form 1099-K reporting may still be ambiguous with respect to the application of the 200 transactions/$20,000 de minimis threshold. The alternative interpretation leaves open the possibility that there is no statutory gap in some cases, and if reporting under I.R.C. § 6041 is not required, then I.R.C. § 6050W (Form 1099-K) reporting might be required regardless of how few transactions occurred or how little was earned.

Finally, it should be noted that this interpretation of information reporting responsibilities has not been universally embraced by all sharing businesses. As discussed, Uber is now filing Forms 1099-K for all drivers. Airbnb, which announced its shift to Form 1099-K reporting for 2013, was initially unclear on whether it would report all payments made to hosts, but eventually clarified that it would only issue Forms 1099-K to hosts earning over the 200 transactions/$20,000 threshold. Similarly, TaskRabbit appears to be taking the position that unless the Tasker has earned over $20,000 and performed more than 200 tasks, no Form 1099-K will be issued. Moreover, TaskRabbit’s website specifies that all tax reporting will not be done by TaskRabbit but rather by Braintree Payments, TaskRabbit’s processing partner. Gigwalk, a similar service to TaskRabbit, also will not itself be issuing Forms 1099-K, but rather will

---

228. See supra notes 215–17 and accompanying discussion.
229. See supra notes 214–17 and accompanying discussion.
231. See, e.g., How Do Taxes Work for Hosts?, AIRBNB, https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/481 (last visited Jan. 7, 2016) (“[W]e may provide hosts who’ve submitted a W-9 with a Form 1099-K showing their reportable earnings from the previous year.”); What Tax Forms Should I Expect to Receive from Airbnb?, AIRBNB, https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/414 (last visited Jan. 7, 2016) (noting that “[i]n previous years, we issued 1099-MISC forms to hosts. Starting with the 2013 tax year, we’re sending 1099-K forms instead. This shouldn’t change the way you file your taxes”); Should I Expect to Receive a Tax Form from Airbnb?, AIRBNB, https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/414/ should-i-expect-to-receive-a-tax-form-from-airbnb (last visited May 17, 2016) (“The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) requires that all US companies processing payments, including Airbnb, report the gross earnings of US customers that earn over $20,000 and have 200+ transactions in the calendar year. If you cross both IRS thresholds in a calendar year, Airbnb will provide you with a Form 1099-K.”); see also Pender, supra note 7.
233. Id.
be leaving it to PayPal to provide such forms, and PayPal will not provide a Form 1099-K unless the more than 200 transactions/$20,000 threshold is met.234 The heterogeneity of industry interpretations suggests that the notion that Lyft and Sidecar are “third party settlement organizations” is at least questionable.

c. Comparison to Taxicab Industry Reporting Positions

It is instructive to compare the information reporting positions taken by certain ridesharing businesses with the positions taken by a traditional industry with which ridesharing companies compete: the taxicab industry. The usual income and expense tax rules apply to the taxicab industry.235 However, the types of ownership, leasing, and driving arrangements in the taxicab industry are heterogeneous.236 Therefore, no single pattern of third party information reporting encompasses all taxicab companies.

According to the IRS taxicab industry audit techniques guide, some 26% of taxi drivers in 2008 were self-employed.237 Self-employed taxi drivers, who operate with no commercial intermediary between them and the passenger, would presumably receive Form 1099-K from their bank or other credit card settlement entity for payments received by credit card,238 but not for cash transactions or cash tips.239 Drivers who work for taxicab companies may be classified as independent contractors or employees.240 Employees would presumably receive a Form W-2 from the employer

236. In New York City, for example, some drivers own individual medallions and own and drive their own taxicabs. See, e.g., DESIGN TRUST FOR PUB. SPACE & N.Y.C. TAXI & LIMOUSINE COMM’N, TAXI 07: ROADS FORWARD 40–51 (Rachel Abrams et al. eds., 2007) [hereinafter TAXI 07: ROADS FORWARD]; N.Y.C. TAXI & LIMOUSINE COMM’N, 2014 TAXICAB FACTBOOK 1, 8 (2014), available at http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/downloads/pdf/2014_taxicab_fact_book.pdf [hereinafter 2014 TAXICAB FACTBOOK]. Some own the vehicle but lease the medallion from a medallion owner or lease manager. Some drivers lease both cab and medallion from a fleet owner. Thus, the industry encompasses a number of different business relationships.
240. See, e.g., IRS AUDIT GUIDE, supra note 237, at 3.
setting forth their income and withholding amounts but would have to report tips to the employer per I.R.C. § 6053(a).\textsuperscript{241}

Independent contractor drivers who work through a taxicab company and receive payment on non-cash fares through that company would also receive a Form 1099 from the company. Presumably, because the payment is originating with the passenger, the taxicab company would issue Form 1099-K to drivers rather than Form 1099-MISC.\textsuperscript{242} At present, the apparent trend among taxicab companies is to consider themselves aggregate payees for Form 1099-K reporting purposes.\textsuperscript{243} The taxicab companies would receive a Form 1099-K from banks with respect to credit card payments, and would (as aggregate payee) in turn issue a Form 1099-K to each independent contractor driver.\textsuperscript{244} Attorney advisers to taxicab companies seem to be taking the position that all amounts must be reported, no matter how small.\textsuperscript{245} Thus, the ridesharing businesses and the taxicab companies appear to have pursued different interpretations of I.R.C. § 6050W, with the ridesharing businesses adopting the less onerous reporting stance, at least at the outset.

\textit{d. Potential Tax Compliance Effects of Form 1099-K Reporting}

Despite indications that third-party reporting improves tax compliance, the precise compliance effects of some sharing businesses’ decision to rely on the Form 1099-K $20,000/200 rides reporting threshold (by not reporting unless that threshold is crossed) are not entirely clear. Tax compliance research to date indicates that compliance is higher for income subject to information reporting than, say, cash. This evidence would suggest that higher reporting thresholds would have a negative impact on taxpayer compliance.\textsuperscript{246}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[241] See id. at 7; see also I.R.C. § 6053(a) (2014).
\item[243] See, e.g., 2011 Year in Review, TRANSP. LEADER, Winter 2012, at 26, available at http://www.tpla.org/news/2011_Year_in_Review.pdf (noting that the transportation businesses “will receive a Form 1099-K from the entity that settles electronic payment transactions listing its total gross receipts from credit card transactions processed during the calendar year. . . . [and then] [t]he company must also file a Form 1099-K for each driver to whom it has paid or credited amounts on account of fares and tips paid by credit card”).
\item[244] See Treas. Reg. § 1.6050W-1(d)(1), (e), Example 22 (2010).
\item[245] See, e.g., CHIP WATKINS, WEBSTER, CHAMBERLAIN & BEAN, LLP, FORM 1099 UPDATE 2 (2011), (advising that “[i]n credit card transaction is sufficient to trigger the Form 1099-K reporting obligation”), available at http://octap.net/form_1099_update.pdf, 2011 Year in Review, supra note 243, at 26; Mooney, supra note 239, at 1.
\item[246] See Alm et al., supra note 200, at 122; Brian Erard & Chih-Chin Ho, Explaining the U.S. Income Tax Compliance Continuum, 1 EJOURNAL TAX RES. 93, 97–101 (2003) (finding, based on
\end{footnotes}
However, the study of Form 1099-K reporting is in its infancy, particularly with respect to the sharing economy. There are reasons to think that the effectiveness of Form 1099-K in ensuring compliance may be limited. For example, Leandra Lederman suggests that the effectiveness of Form 1099-K on tax compliance may be limited due to its inability to track cash and to monitor expenses. A recent study of Form 1099-K reporting suggested that while Form 1099-K might lead to increased reported receipts among certain taxpayers, this increase might be partially offset by increases in reported expenses. That same study suggested, however, that Form 1099-K might incentivize taxpayers who had not previously filed Schedule C to file that form. Yet another study suggests that small business owners might regard credit card payments as reportable (in contrast to cash payments), even in the absence of third-party information reporting. While the study examines a different group of businesses, it does raise the possibility that the electronic nature of amounts earned in ridesharing may incentivize drivers to report such income, regardless of whether Form 1099-K is received.

These studies indicate that the effects of Form 1099-K on tax compliance may be complex. In general, it seems likely that higher micro-simulation database encompassing both nonfilers and underreporters, that compliance across thirty-four occupational groups has strong positive association with share of income subject to third-party reporting, but strong negative association with the burden of preparing and filing a tax return; Morse et al., supra note 17, at 49–51.

247. Lederman, Reducing Information Gaps, supra note 199, at 1750–52 (arguing that I.R.C. § 6050W reporting effectiveness may be impacted by the fact that (1) taxpayer basis is not tracked, (2) high reporting thresholds may exclude many taxpayers from reporting, and (3) Form 1099-K amounts cannot be easily matched to tax return amounts).

248. Slemrod et al., supra note 17, at 32 (estimating that 1099-K introduction led to a 24% increase in reported receipts for those firms reporting receipts exactly equal to the 1099-K-reported amount, but also estimating that this group of firms also increased reported expenses by 13%, which offsets the impact of Form 1099-K on total tax payments, even in groups most strongly affected by Form 1099-K).

249. Id. (finding that of firms reporting receipts within 5% of the Form 1099-K amount, 66% did not file Schedule C in the previous year; of firms reporting exactly the Form 1099-K amount, half did not file Schedule C in the previous year).

250. Morse et al., supra note 17, at 50–51 (reporting that most interviewees regarded credit card receipts as taxable and reportable revenue).

251. Increased reporting among drivers could be the result of either (1) knowledge that most rides are paid for by credit card, or (2) the belief that Uber’s deposits and payments to drivers are akin to credit cards in their ability to be traced. One caveat in trying to translate the findings of the Morse et al. study to the sharing economy concerns the nature of the taxpayers studied. To the extent the study focused on small, cash-based business owners, such taxpayers may have a different perspective on their likelihood of audit as compared to occasional part-time sharing earners. Thus, the two groups may think about the implications of credit card reporting and the Service’s ability and inclination to track and trace payments differently. For example, ridesharing drivers may have devoted less attention to thinking through issues of audit trigger versus audit investigation.

http://openscholarship.wustl.edu/law_lawreview/vol93/iss4/7
reporting thresholds may adversely affect tax compliance in some respects and that more comprehensive information reporting would facilitate greater degrees of tax compliance (in terms of income inclusion and Schedule C filing). On the other hand, this effect may be partially offset by other factors (such as increased expense taking). The extent to which these effects occur warrants further study.\footnote{252}{For recent examples of such inquiry, see Oei & Ring, supra note 19 (manuscript at 27–37); Bruckner, supra note 19.}

\textit{e. Explaining the Information Reporting Positions of Sharing Businesses}

Why are some sharing businesses embracing high information reporting thresholds? Why are others content to report all income? Why do some change their positions midstream? It is beyond the scope of this Article to set forth a comprehensive theory of why tax opportunism occurs (and why it sometimes does not). Suffice it to say that there are clear regulatory advantages to sharing businesses of embracing less onerous information reporting.

First, there are obvious benefits associated with not having to incur the costs of issuing tax forms to every single driver and the IRS. Second, because information reporting gives the Service an accurate picture of the income received by each ridesharing driver, the absence of information reporting below the threshold may accord low-earning/low-frequency drivers the (illegal) opportunity to not declare income receipts on their tax return. This can effectively lower the tax costs to drivers and may incentivize the marginal driver to engage in ridesharing driving when they otherwise might have been deterred by tax compliance and other tax costs. Regardless of the long-term stability of this information reporting position, it may have had the regulatory advantage of helping draw new drivers to invest in a ridesharing career at the outset with the potential of keeping them in the sector down the road. Again, we do not claim that drivers will definitely take advantage of this opportunity to underreport. As noted, further empirical study is required to ascertain the precise impact of Form 1099-K information reporting.\footnote{253}{See supra Part III.A.2.d.} Our point, rather, is that embracing less onerous information reporting thresholds renders these opportunities available.
B. Other Examples of Tax Opportunism

Although the tax opportunism described above concerned tax compliance, we anticipate that this phenomenon could also arise with regard to substantive tax rules, or rules that might effectively bridge the two categories. We now discuss three other instances of tax opportunism, some of which might arguably bridge the gap between substantive law and tax compliance. These are: (1) the sharing businesses’ decision to classify sharing workers as independent contractors rather than employees; (2) Airbnb’s initial position with respect to local occupancy taxes; and (3) the ridesharing businesses’ decision to operate outside of the taxicab medallion system.

1. Sharing Economy Businesses and the Employee-Independent Contractor Divide

As discussed above, classification of a worker as an employee rather than an independent contractor gives rise to disparate employment tax and other obligations. In fact, the threshold determination of independent contractor classification is the feature that gives rise to the issues surrounding Form 1099 reporting described above. Generally speaking, if the individual receiving payment is an employee, then the employer has reporting, withholding, and employment tax payment obligations. Employers would have to withhold federal income taxes, social security taxes, and Medicare taxes from the wages of employees and provide employees with a Form W-2. If the individual is an independent contractor, then the individual herself is responsible for employment taxes, and the business does not have a withholding obligation. The business would then provide the relevant information reporting forms (Forms 1099-K or 1099-MISC), which is what the sharing businesses have done to date. Thus, the ability to classify workers as independent contractors has tangible benefits for the paying entity in terms of administrative costs and burdens, and may lead to a tendency to “overclassify” workers as independent contractors to avoid the additional withholding and other tax burdens associated with having employees.

254. See supra Part II.C.1.
256. See sources cited supra note 255; see also I.R.C. § 6041 (2014).
257. For a survey of the issues on the employment law side, see Rogers, supra note 152.
The determination of worker classification, which rests initially in the hands of the paying entity, represents another instance of tax opportunism. As was the case with information reporting, sharing businesses have embraced the less onerous independent contractor classification. The unique structure of sharing businesses offers an opportunity to treat sharing earners (drivers, taskers, etc.) as independent contractors. For example, the fact that ridesharing businesses may be able to claim that they function as matchmakers between buyers and sellers of services through technology platforms may be used to buttress independent contractor classification under the IRS 20-factor test. Such arguments may not be as easily available to traditional industries such as taxicabs.

Yet, as discussed above, the question of whether independent contractor status is the correct classification is an open one. As observed in Part II.C, the line between employees and independent contractors is a long established, though heavily fact-specific and frequently debated, boundary. Commentators have noted that it is possible that Uber drivers are more accurately classified as employees, and there are a number of active lawsuits addressing this question in a variety of legal contexts. Both Uber and Lyft have recently negotiated settlements in lawsuits that will allow drivers to continue to be treated as independent contractors. However, those class action settlements do not eliminate the ability of individuals or the government to challenge that classification in other contexts.

In addition, legal developments regarding worker classification outside of sharing may be relevant. For example, active lawsuits regarding whether FedEx drivers are independent contractors or employees may impact the classification of Uber drivers as employees. Although Uber currently treats its drivers as independent contractors, commentators have recognized that the FedEx litigation may constrain ridesharing

258. See supra note 159. The sharing businesses may be drawing an implicit or explicit parallel to Amazon and PayPal.
259. See supra Part II.C.1.
260. See, e.g., Farrell, supra note 68; see also sources cited supra notes 162–66.
261. See supra notes 50, 164. At the time of this writing, those settlements are still pending court approval.
263. See, e.g., supra note 156 and accompanying text.
services’ ability to so classify their drivers. More recently, the National Labor Relations Board ruled in a case involving Browning-Ferris, a waste management company, that both Browning-Ferris and a subcontractor were joint employers of the represented workers, notwithstanding a labor services agreement specifying that the subcontractor was the sole employer. While the decision applies to franchising and subcontracting, commentators note that the decision fuels the debate regarding who is an employee in the changing economy and may impact sharing economy platforms.

Of course, the independent contractor versus employee determination will have to be made separately for each discrete business (and possibly for different classes of workers within a business) because the inquiry is necessarily context dependent. It is possible, therefore, that some sharing workers are properly classified as employees while others are properly considered independent contractors.

Even if some sharing earners are subsequently adjudged to be employees, however, the initial embrace of independent contractor classification at the outset holds benefits for sharing businesses. First, it puts the burden of litigating or challenging the independent contractor classification on the shoulders of workers whose interests are dispersed. Second, even if sharing earners are eventually found to be employees, independent contractor classification will have lowered costs for sharing businesses during the time period it is in effect.

Finally, it is likely that even if certain sharing workers were found to be employees based on their current economic relationships with the sharing businesses, the sharing businesses may be able to restructure or tweak


267. Even if sharing workers were to organize, there would be costs associated with such organization. Nick Wingfield & Mike Isaac, \textit{Seattle Will Allow Uber and Lyft Drivers to Form Unions}, \textit{N.Y. TIMES} (Dec. 14, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/15/technology/seattle-clears-the-way-for-uber-drivers-to-form-a-union.html?_r=0. In December 2015, the Seattle City Council voted to approve a bill permitting ridesharing drivers to form unions. This law has been characterized as “the first legislation of its kind in the country.” \textit{Id.}
these relationships so as to more effectively avoid employee classification. Thus, tax opportunism may occur dynamically and iteratively, through a process of trial and error. To the extent these adjustments create new transaction costs for the sharing businesses, the regulatory strategy may be described as occurring at the border of tax opportunism and regulatory arbitrage.

2. Airbnb and Local Hotel and Occupancy Taxes

One of the most volatile tax issues arising in home sharing has been the sector’s position on local hotel and occupancy taxes. As discussed above, Airbnb initially adopted the position that it was not responsible for collecting local hotel and occupancy taxes because it did not own the rooms rented and functioned merely as an intermediary. This position actually has two dimensions: First, that Airbnb was not liable for such taxes because the individual hosts were the ones responsible; and second, that Airbnb had no liability as a collection agent for such taxes.

Airbnb’s decision to take this position constitutes another example of tax opportunism. Like certain ridesharing businesses’ position that they are “third party settlement organizations,” Airbnb’s unwillingness to collect and remit occupancy taxes provided it with two potential commercial advantages.

First, collection and remittance of the taxes would impose administrative costs on Airbnb, and avoidance of these costs for as long as possible would provide an advantage over competitors (such as the hotel industry) who have to incur the administrative costs of acting as a collection agent. Second, if Airbnb did not collect and remit the tax, it would be unlikely that the hosts would do so, particularly as new, sporadic, nonprofessional entrants into the world of short-term rentals. Thus, non-collection and non-remittance of occupancy taxes could effectively give Airbnb a competitive pricing advantage over hotels and could also help entice more guests and hosts into home sharing by lowering tax-inclusive rental prices and apparent transaction costs, thereby increasing the competitiveness and viability of the new sector.

In sum, even though it is becoming increasingly apparent that Airbnb’s initial position might be unsustainable (as Airbnb has agreed to collect taxes in more and more cities, states, and foreign countries), the taking of such a “non-collection” position at the outset has given Airbnb and its

268. See supra Part II.C.2.
269. See, e.g., S.F., CAL., BUS. & TAX REGULATIONS CODE art. 7, § 1.504-1 (2003).
hosts and guests a material short-term advantage.\textsuperscript{270} Moreover, Airbnb is still not collecting occupancy taxes in many locations. Furthermore, Airbnb’s regulatory strategy has yielded an advantage in that many localities have not been able to obtain payment of back taxes from Airbnb.\textsuperscript{271}

As was the case with information reporting, the position taken by Airbnb with respect to occupancy taxes is an instance of tax opportunism. The nature of the Airbnb business model—connecting private hosts with potential renters via an Internet platform—supported Airbnb’s claim that it looks sufficiently unlike a traditional hotel that Airbnb itself is not liable for the local occupancy tax. Thus, this is not the same as outright defiance of the law. Rather, Airbnb took advantage of an ambiguity that arose out of its innovative business model. While elements of arbitrage may creep in as sharing businesses start to adjust their business models at the margins to capture regulatory benefits, this has not been the primary dynamic so far. In sum, tax opportunism most accurately characterizes the choices of Airbnb with respect to compliance with local occupancy taxes.

3. Ridesharing and Taxicab Medallions

One final example of tax opportunism in action can be found in the decision by ridesharing businesses not to operate within the taxicab medallion and licensing systems run by various localities. Taxicab companies have been among the most vocal objectors to the ridesharing economy, and among the strongest complaints is that taxicab drivers and companies must pay for expensive licenses, medallions, and other costs in order to operate their business and vehicles, whereas ridesharing competitors operate without such costs.\textsuperscript{272} While not a tax in the traditional

\textsuperscript{270} As noted in Part II.C.2 above, Airbnb has now entered into agreements with a number of cities and localities, providing that it will be responsible for withholding and paying over the occupancy taxes. See In What Areas Is Occupancy Tax Collection and Remittance by Airbnb Available?, supra note 177; see also supra Part II.C.2; sources cited supra note 176.

\textsuperscript{271} In 2015, Airbnb agreed to pay back taxes to San Francisco. See Badger, supra note 177 (noting that, in negotiations with localities, Airbnb “has not put back taxes on the table anywhere”); Joyce E. Cutler, Airbnb Pays San Francisco Back Taxes While Opponents Plan Tighter Regulations, 34 DAILY TAX REP. (BNA) H-1, Feb. 20, 2015; Matier & Ross, supra note 176; Carolyn Said, Airbnb to Collect SF Hotel Tax Oct. 1, S.F. CHRON. (Sept. 17, 2014, 12:00 PM), http://blog.sfgate.com/techchron/2014/09/17/airbnb-to-collect-sf-hotel-tax-oct-1/.

sense, taxicab medallion and permitting systems often involve taxes and fees paid directly or indirectly to the licensing governments and are a method of revenue raising in some localities. In addition, depending on the locality, taxicab operators may pay various other types of taxes, fees, and surcharges that are not borne by ridesharing companies. Thus, it is appropriate to include this discussion in our analysis of tax opportunism.

The taxicab industry is highly regulated by local government agencies, particularly by state and local transportation authorities. Depending on the local regulatory body in charge, taxicab drivers and companies may be subject to licensing or franchising requirements, more general business licensing requirements, permitting requirements, and other restrictions on entry. The industry may also be required to comply with certain insurance and safety regulations, rate schedules, and paperwork requirements.

The New York City taxicab medallion system is an example of a regulation system that generates revenue. NYC taxicabs are regulated by the New York Taxi & Limousine Commission (“TLC”), a city agency. TLC is responsible for fare and rate setting and for establishing

---


276. One commentator has grouped such “entry controls” into the taxicab sector into four prototype systems: (1) “open entry” systems that regulate at the individual taxicab driver level (i.e., individuals may satisfy the regulation requirements by meeting certain licensing and/or background check requirements); (2) “limited entry” systems that regulate at the individual driver level but that cap the number of licenses or medallions available to those individuals; (3) “open entry” systems that regulate at the entity level but that also cap the number of franchises available to those entities. Schaller, supra note 275, at 3–5. In reality, of course, the actual regulatory architecture is likely to be a hybrid. Id. at 4–5 (noting that “[i]n practice, entry controls and qualifications for entry occupy a spectrum of policies rather than a set of binary choices”).

277. See generally RAYLE ET AL., supra note 274, at 2–3 (studying the role of ridesourcing and that of taxis in urban transportation, through rider surveys); see also 2014 TAXICAB FACTBOOK, supra note 236, at 1–2, 13 (noting TLC regulation of cab leases, fares, and vehicle inspections).

278. Cf. Schaller, supra note 275, at 6 (classifying the New York City taxicab industry as a limited-entry system that regulates on the individual level).

vehicle safety and other rules that owners and drivers must follow. New York City currently has both yellow (medallion) taxicabs and boro taxicabs. This discussion focuses on regulation of the yellow taxicabs, which predominantly service Manhattan and NY airport pickups. The yellow taxicabs are regulated under a medallion system, which dates back to 1937. The medallion is essentially a license to operate the vehicle, and the medallion system was enacted to curb cab numbers and bolster driver incomes. There are two types of medallions—corporate (or “mini-fleet”) medallions and individual medallions. Individual medallion holders may not hold more than one medallion, and individual owners are subject to certain shift minimum and driving requirements.


280. See 2014 TAXICAB FACTBOOK, supra note 236, at 1; TAXI 07: ROADS FORWARD, supra note 236, at 57. TLC interventions include: setting standards for drivers, regulating and inspecting vehicles, imposing caps and restrictions on taxi medallions, auctioning off medallions, setting fares and rates, and coordinating with other agencies. See TAXI 07: ROADS FORWARD, supra note 236, at 57; see also Licensing/Industry Information, supra note 279.


282. See 2014 TAXICAB FACTBOOK, supra note 236, at 5 (noting that 90.3% of yellow taxi pickups occur in Manhattan and that the next highest percentage of pickups (3.5%) happens at the airports).


284. See 2014 TAXICAB FACTBOOK, supra note 236, at 12.

285. Id.

Corporate medallions may be owned by non-driver (nonfleet) owners and fleet owners. These tend to be consolidated in relatively few hands. Taxi Licensing Commission rules mandate that corporate medallion vehicles must be operated for two shifts a day.

Medallions are originally auctioned off by the city, and the city raises revenue from medallion sales. Medallions can also be sold and transferred between private parties, and transfers are subject to a tax on 5% of the purchase price. New York City also imposes a 50-cent tax on taxicab rides starting in New York City and ending in the city or in certain counties. Uber cars do not charge this tax, but Uber drivers in New York City (and their vehicles) must be licensed by the TLC. Like New York City, there are other local taxicab licensing systems that generate revenue through various fees and taxes.

---


287. See 2014 TAXICAB FACTBOOK, supra note 236, at 12; see also Medallion Sale Information, supra note 286. Non-fleet corporate medallion owners lease out their corporate medallions through TLC-licensed agents. See Medallion Sale Information, supra note 286.

288. See 2014 TAXICAB FACTBOOK, supra note 236, at 12.

289. N.Y.C., N.Y., RULES tit. 35, § 58-20; 2014 TAXICAB FACTBOOK, supra note 236, at 8; Medallion Sale Information, supra note 286.


291. These revenues are paid into the city treasury and credited to the general fund.

292. New York City also imposes a 50-cent tax on taxicab rides starting in New York City and ending in the city or in certain counties. Uber cars do not charge this tax, but Uber drivers in New York City (and their vehicles) must be licensed by the TLC. Like New York City, there are other local taxicab licensing systems that generate revenue through various fees and taxes.
The failure of ridesharing services to embrace and operate under medallion licensing systems at the outset has been subject to much critique. We argue that such failure is another instance of tax opportunism at work. In effect, the unique business model of ridesharing companies has enabled them to argue that, unlike taxicabs, they are not subject to medallion licensing and the other fees and taxes imposed on taxicabs. The argument, in essence, is that ridesharing businesses are simply middlemen who bring private riders and drivers together, or alternatively, that they are some sort of limousine company. Some might argue that the ridesharing services’ failure to secure a medallion is simply illegal. However, at least some localities have signed off on this practice.

Furthermore, tax avoidance does not appear to be the motivation behind the ridesharing industry’s underlying structure. Thus, it is more appropriate to view the ridesharing sector’s position on the medallion and fee system as taking advantage of an ambiguity that arose, rather than a carefully crafted regulatory arbitrage strategy involving costly structuring and modification of a transaction. Once again, tax opportunism is the better lens.

297. See, e.g., sources cited supra note 272; see also Gregory Wallace, Uber CEO Charged with Operating Illegal Taxi Service in South Korea, CNN MONEY (Dec. 24, 2014, 5:17 PM), http://money.cnn.com/2014/12/24/technology/uber-south-korea/. In Summer 2015, the mayor of New York City proposed a plan to temporarily cap the number of Uber cars in the city while studying the impact of Uber and other forces on traffic in the city. The proposal generated significant backlash and ultimately the mayor agreed to forgo caps for the moment while pursuing a four-month study of the impact of Uber and other ride-for hire businesses on New York City traffic. As part of this revised plan, Uber agreed to provide data that the city had been seeking. See Matt Flegenheimer, De Blasio Administration Dropping Plan for Uber Cap, for Now, N.Y. TIMES (July 22, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/23/nyregion/de-blasio-administration-dropping-plan-for-uber-cap-for-now.html?r=1. The study, released in January 2016, noted that “E-dispatch” vehicles (such as Uber) contributed to overall congestion in Manhattan’s Central Business District, “but did not drive the recent increase in congestion.” OFFICE OF THE MAYOR, CITY OF NEW YORK, FOR-HIRE VEHICLE TRANSPORTATION STUDY 5 (2016), available at http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/operations/downloads/pdf/For-Hire-Vehicle-Transportation-Study.pdf.

Regardless of whether the position taken by ridesharing businesses with respect to medallions and licensing is sustainable, the decision to operate outside the medallion system has yielded tremendous benefits for ridesharing. It has lowered entry costs for drivers and the ridesharing companies themselves, and has helped ridesharing put pressure on the taxicab sector.

4. Caveats

A few concluding caveats: We do not claim that tax opportunitism is the only regulatory response available to and undertaken by sharing actors. We expect that, depending on context, sharing economy actors will exhibit a range of responses to regulation, including both arbitrage and intentional noncompliance with the law. We also anticipate that there may be mixed or ambiguous cases of tax opportunism: In some cases, it may be questionable whether the transaction should be viewed as arbitrage (i.e., one that has been deliberately structured, in a manner that incurs some transaction costs, to secure larger regulatory benefits) or opportunism (i.e., taking advantage of an existing gap in the law available due to inherent features of the new sharing model). Sometimes, more than one motivation may be in play.

The possibility that arbitrage and illegal conduct may also be part of the equation does not undermine the power of the tax opportunism frame, because tax opportunism highlights a number of salient features of the sharing economy that are not captured by either arbitrage or illegality. With respect to information reporting opportunism, the rise of the sharing economy follows on the heels of predecessor transactions and services, such as PayPal and Amazon. The recently enacted Form 1099-K reporting regime for “third party settlement organizations” was designed with businesses like PayPal and Amazon in mind, but perhaps did not envision subsequent business innovations such as Uber and Airbnb. This has presented a unique opportunity for sharing businesses to piggyback on this information reporting regime. The irony, of course, is that at the time of its enactment, Form 1099-K reporting was generally viewed unfavorably by

299. Subsequent scholarship has begun to build off these insights regarding tax opportunitism, exploring, for example, the strategies that sharing and related businesses have adopted to create desired legal and regulatory environments. See e.g., Jordan M. Barry & Elizabeth Pollman, Regulatory Entrepreneurship, 90 S. CAL. L. REV. (forthcoming 2017), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2741987.

300. See supra note 192 and accompanying text.
many businesses as an onerous imposition. In the context of sharing businesses like Lyft (and Sidecar, when it was in business), however, embracing the most favorable interpretation of that regime has given such sharing businesses an advantage over traditional industry competitors.

Finally, it is important to highlight that there is inherent messiness in all analysis of business design and regulatory strategy in the sharing economy. The very heart of sharing—the commercialization of often small-scale excess capacity services—involves individuals not otherwise engaged in commerce entering industries that in some cases have traditionally been subject to significant regulation. If those sharing earners had to comply with a high degree of regulation, they might be unable and unwilling to enter into sharing. It is likely that the designers of sharing platforms and business models understood that the entry barriers for small-scale, periodic earners would need to be low in order to attract participation. Thus, though arguably not the prime driver of the design, regulatory realities were presumably not absent entirely from initial business conversations either. It is possible, even likely, that such regulatory realities have affected various aspects of how sharing has been set up, albeit not to the extent associated with traditional regulatory arbitrage.

C. The New Microbusiness Economy

Tax opportunism aside, a second potential barrier to tax compliance in the sharing economy is the “microbusiness” nature of many sharing economy earners. There are several different aspects to the characterization of sharing workers as microbusinesses, and this characterization is intended to reflect a group of characteristics, rather than an analytically precise delineation. The sharing economy has attracted many individuals who previously were not “in business,” and who are now barely in business, but have to file tax returns as small-business operators. A study commissioned by Uber found, based on drivers surveyed, that 52% of Uber drivers drive part-time for UberX for less than 30 hours a

---

301. See, e.g., Amy S. Elliott, Credit Card Reporting Rules Could Burden Chain Firms, 128 TAX NOTES 1028, 1029 (2010); Amy S. Elliott, Final Credit Card Reporting Regs Disappoint Practitioners, 128 TAX NOTES 820, 821 (2010).

302. More generally, almost 40% (or $179 billion) of the gross tax gap for 2006 (the latest year for which figures are available) was due to the business income and activities of individuals. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-12-651T, TAX GAP: SOURCES OF NONCOMPLIANCE AND STRATEGIES TO REDUCE IT 4–5 (2012). This 40% represented the estimated underreporting of business income and corresponding self-employment tax by individuals. Id.
week. Of this 52%, 44% drove for less than 12 hours a week, 35% drove for 12–19 hours a week, and 21% drove for 20–29 hours a week. Also of this 52%, 6 out of 10 started driving for Uber within the last three months leading up to the study. It seems likely that many, possibly even the majority, of Lyft drivers also drive part-time, and the part-time demographic is likely to be significant in other sharing sectors as well.

1. New Microbusiness Earners

These demographic characteristics give rise to unique compliance challenges. First, because many sharing workers may be relatively new to reporting business income and expenses, they may be unfamiliar with keeping track of such income and expenses and may ignore or understate income earned or track expenses inadequately. The risk of this occurring is especially great in the absence of corroborative information reporting. In large part, we think that the “confusion” that has been expressed about tax issues raised by sharing earners has to do with the fact that people who are unfamiliar with the process of accounting for business income and expenses on their personal tax returns are now engaging in sharing economy microbusiness activity. Even if they possess accurate information about the applicable tax rules, taxpayers engaged in sharing may nonetheless find it difficult to apply the rules and to maintain the required documentation.

2. Part-Time Nature of the Work

Relatedly, the fact that much of sharing economy work is part time raises unique compliance challenges. The part-time nature of the work means that dollar amounts of income are likely to be low. This raises three related risks. First, depending in part on the information reporting position taken by the sharing businesses, the income may escape reporting. For example, as discussed in Part III.A, the reporting positions taken by some sharing businesses mean that any worker earning amounts short of the 200


transaction/$20,000 threshold will not be reported.\textsuperscript{305} Second, it is possible that the low dollar amounts may also cause sharing workers to pay less attention to accuracy than might otherwise be the case. Finally, it may not be worth the IRS’ effort to audit multiple, low dollar amount, individual returns of these microbusiness earners in order to determine compliance. Thus, traditional audit strategies may not be cost effective.

Again, in some ways, these problems are not new. These concerns have been raised elsewhere in the small business sector and also in areas such as Earned Income Tax Credit compliance.\textsuperscript{306} In addition, these concerns may arise in traditional sectors with which the sharing sector competes. The taxicab industry, for example, arguably presents some of the same issues with respect to compliance and enforcement that we have discussed here, though there are some differences.\textsuperscript{307} The question of exactly how the sharing economy changes the tax compliance calculus as compared to its traditional-industry substitutes deserves further investigation. However, to the extent sharing is essentially the informal or small business sector writ widespread as a result of technological capabilities and the changing nature of work, and to the extent the new modes of production and consumption erode the traditional tax base, greater policy attention and new compliance solutions may be required.

3. Mixed-Use, Excess-Capacity Property

Another feature of the sharing sector that might raise compliance issues derives from the nature of the property used. One of the foundations of sharing, at least at its outset, was the excess capacity monetization of personal property, such as homes, cars, bicycles, driveways, toilets, or other assets. As such, a complexity that might be somewhat unique to this sector, at least in terms of intensity or frequency, is the extent to which the property used in the sharing activity is subject to substantial personal use. For example, it is likely that ridesharing drivers may make more extensive personal use of their cars than, say, taxicab drivers who rent a hacked up taxicab from a taxicab company. In the home sharing sector, too, there is

\textsuperscript{305} See supra Part III.A.


\textsuperscript{307} See, e.g., IRS Audit Guide, supra note 237, at 6–12 (discussing taxicab industry audit issues).
likely to be substantially more very short term rental of real property that might be used for personal purposes the rest of the time.\footnote{See Press Release, Airbnb, \textit{supra} note 131.}

The excess-capacity use of such mixed-used property raises particular tax compliance challenges and may require more intensive policing of the business-personal borderline. As illustrated in Part II.B, the rules regarding part-time rentals of real estate are very complex and require extensive expense tracking by hosts. In the ridesharing sector, the standard mileage method may provide some relief; however, business mileage must still be tracked. As a matter of compliance and enforcement, verification of expense and depreciation amounts and application of expense limitations may prove difficult.

Again, we do not claim that these issues occur only in the sharing sector. Mixed-use property is a feature of traditional businesses as well, with vacation homes, personal vehicles used for business, and home offices raising specific concerns.\footnote{See, e.g., James Alm & Jay A. Soled, \textit{The Internal Revenue Code and Automobiles: A Case Study of Taxpayer Noncompliance}, 14 FLA. TAX REV. 419, 424–38 (2013).} Our point is that in a sector largely premised on excess capacity use of personal property and skills, delineation of business versus personal expenses is likely to be a particular challenge, especially as such mixed usage becomes more widespread.

4. The Role of Paid Preparers and Other Advising Platforms

Another aspect of tax compliance in sharing that needs to be investigated is the role that paid preparers and other advisors are playing in the industry.\footnote{The impact of tax preparers on taxpayer attitude and compliance has been the subject of some inquiry outside the sharing economy. See, e.g., James Andreoni et al., \textit{Tax Compliance}, 36 J. ECON. LITERATURE 818, 846–47 (1998) (reviewing studies of the influence of tax practitioners on compliance); Morse et al., \textit{supra} note 17, at 42–43.} For many sharing earners, the 2014 or 2015 tax year may be the first tax year in which they are filing returns reflecting income and expenses from sharing. The same issues of unfamiliarity with the rules, inability to procure documentation, and failure to investigate positions taken may also apply to paid preparers.

In addition to traditional paid preparers, other sources of advice for sharing earners include websites such as 1099.is and the now defunct Zen99.com,\footnote{As noted earlier, Zen99.com announced that it was closing down on August 25, 2015. Kokalitcheva, \textit{supra} note 13.} as well as various forums and discussion threads that touch
on how to comply with the tax laws. More investigation is needed to
determine the accuracy of these sources of advice and their impacts on
taxpayer reporting and compliance.

5. Attitudes Towards Tax Compliance

A final tax compliance issue that ought to be considered is the effect of
sharing economy earner attitudes on tax compliance. Some commentators
have noted that some sharing earners may feel or believe that their income
from car or home sharing should not be taxed. This belief may stem, in
part, from the idea that (1) the transactions are informal, based in “sharing
or generosity,” and are not truly business transactions, or (2) a more
generalized sensibility that the sharing economy should be exempt from
traditional regulation. In any event, such attitudes and beliefs may prove to
be a barrier to tax compliance and enforcement and should be closely
monitored.

IV. TAX ENFORCEMENT STRATEGIES FOR SHARING AND BEYOND

We have argued in this Article that tax compliance and enforcement in
the sharing sector may present unique challenges, due to two related
features of the sector. First, the sharing businesses themselves engage in
opportunistic regime selection in matters such as information reporting
and worker classification. Second, many sharing workers are newly
engaged in the sector at a microbusiness level; this presents challenges
such as audit ineffectiveness, challenges associated with mixed-use
property, and taxpayer unfamiliarity with independent contractor tax
filing. The confluence of these two features means that sharing is likely to
present unique and potentially serious tax compliance and enforcement
complications.

How should these tax compliance and enforcement challenges be
handled? Are our current structures of compliance adequate, or will new
approaches to compliance and enforcement become necessary going
forward? If new compliance rules are needed, how can we be sure such
reforms will be effective? In this Part, we explore the policy questions
surrounding tax enforcement and compliance in the sharing economy and

312. For an investigation of the content and dynamics of such Internet discussion forums, see Oei & Ring, supra note 19 (manuscript at 21–64).
suggest strategies that a taxing authority might use to manage the unique issues raised by sharing. In Part IV.A, we discuss some of the longer term and more theoretical policy issues that are raised and the broader takeaways that may be gleaned from the rise of sharing. In Parts IV.B and IV.C, we examine specific strategies that might be adopted in managing the challenges raised by the sharing economy, assuming that we are operating within the confines of current law. In Part IV.B, we consider short-term, concrete strategies that might be effective in enhancing federal income and employment tax compliance. In Part IV.C, we discuss medium- to long-term strategies and approaches that might be employed by federal, state, and local taxing authorities in confronting sharing’s challenges.

A. Policy Issues Raised by Sharing

Before probing the specific strategies that might be used to address sharing’s challenges within the confines of current law, the broader tax policy and tax compliance issues raised by sharing merit discussion. To reiterate, our position in this Article is that current substantive tax law contains the concepts and categories necessary to tax sharing. However, compliance and enforcement may present challenges and, moreover, current law is by no means perfect. Over the longer term, and depending on how markets and participant behaviors evolve, the sharing economy may raise broader tax policy questions that may need to be addressed.

1. Tax Base Evolution and Changing Labor Markets

First, some commentators have pointed out that sharing reflects a broad change in the ways in which labor markets are structured and operate.314 In this framing, the advent of sharing represents the independent contractor economy writ large, an economy in which we see a “parcelization” of labor and where there are fewer traditional full-time employees, a large number of part-time workers, and less permanence and job security overall.315 These changes have been driven, in part, by the changing role of

315. See, e.g., Weber & Silverman, supra note 152; see also Mary Louise Fellows & Lily Kahng, Costly Mistakes: Undertaxed Business Owners and Overtaxed Workers, 81 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 329, 387–91 (2013) (arguing that disparate treatment of business owners and workers is particularly problematic given demands of the twenty-first century economy, in which business owners
technology in facilitating businesses and intermediary relationships. Such relationships and intermediaries are now possible on a scale and with a rapidity that was not possible in the past, and may signal a shift away from traditional employment arrangements.

If sharing reflects a broader shift in market and industry structures and labor arrangements, we might eventually question our ability to effectively tax these new market relationships as a matter of tax administration and procedure. For example, will our current Form 1099 reporting rules be adequate to ensure compliance in this sector? Should the IRS test for distinguishing independent contractors from employees be revised? Will the diffuse, part-time, independent contractor economy adversely impact the IRS’s ability to effectively audit? Are there lessons from taxation of the informal sector and cash businesses that might be brought to bear in taxing these new economic arrangements? Relatedly, these developments raise potential tax base erosion issues. For example, will the rise of the independent contractor economy erode other sources of tax revenue (such as withheld-upon employee income)? Will there be base erosion caused by declining tax revenues from sectors with which sharing competes, such as the hotel and taxicab industries?316

A full analysis of these issues is beyond the scope of this Article. Suffice it to say that the rise of sharing is not only about sharing. Rather, it also implicates changing economic relationships and structures and raises questions about how the tax system must adjust and adapt in order to continue to be effective.

2. Unintended Applications of Newly Enacted Rules

A second broad issue highlighted by sharing is the potential for tax rules adopted to facilitate tax administration and enforcement to be subsequently used in unexpected ways, and the importance of caution in enacting new rules. As discussed, one of the biggest potential challenges to the effective taxation of sharing has been the information reporting positions taken by sharing businesses that have adopted high reporting thresholds. These thresholds, enacted with intermediaries like Amazon and PayPal in mind, have now been embraced by some new sharing businesses as applicable to themselves. Relatedly, the rule providing that amounts subject to Form 1099-K reporting (irrespective of meeting the threshold)

increasingly use independent contractors and temporary workers and business investment in workers is declining).

316. See, e.g., Zervas et al., supra note 5.
are no longer subject to Form 1099-MISC reporting has been used to justify not reporting at all.

This experience with Form 1099-K reporting illustrates the impacts of evolving and shifting business models, changes in technology, and the strategic application of favorable existing legislation arguably intended for different types of payment entities. At the broadest level, the Form 1099-K experience suggests that regulatory regimes applicable to emerging industries should be closely considered and circumscribed with care. Legislators and regulators must act quickly to close loopholes as they arise. They should also be alert to the rise of new industries whose structure and design might create these types of opportunities.

3. Designing Tax Policy for an Emerging Sector in a “First-Best” World

Third, faced with a potentially evolving tax base, the possibility of a sea change in the nature of work relationships, and a host of interesting questions about the relationship between law and technology, it is worth considering how a “first-best” tax regime might be designed that would most effectively deal with this emerging sector.

For example, some might argue that tax authorities should deliberately underenforce the tax obligations of sharing economy earners, or even tax them at differential (lower) rates, in order to facilitate the development of a new industry. Underenforcement might seem particularly warranted if one believes that the part-time, microbusiness nature of the sharing sector means that participation by workers is more elastic than in traditional industries. For example, if sharing workers are, in fact, quicker than other workers or business owners to substitute leisure over labor and exit the sector (as opposed to, say, driving more hours to compensate for higher tax and administrative costs), underenforcement may be advisable. However, differential taxation would demand a threshold determination that facilitating development of sharing platforms is in fact a desirable goal. Moreover, such differential taxation has the potential to create inequities between sharing workers and other taxpayers, such as those working in more traditional sectors.

317. See Barry & Caron, supra note 12, at 70–75.
319. We are indebted to Daniel Shaviro for pointing out these policy issues. Note that it might also be argued that it is unfair, or at least ill-advised, to specifically target sharing economy micro-earners who may not be earning very much.
It might also be argued that one way to deal with the administrability issues raised by part-time microbusinesses with mixed use property is to implement a separate tax regime that is better tailored to enforcement and collection in this sector. For example, if one thinks that accurate tracking of expenses is likely to be an issue in tax reporting by sharing businesses, a possible solution might be implementation of a gross tax at lower rates, in order to obviate the expense-taking issue. Of course, such an approach would create line-drawing issues and possible accompanying distortions as between sharing workers and other taxpayers and business owners. It would also not necessarily be effective if one thinks that accurate reporting of gross income, rather than accurate tracking of expenses, is the problem.

In sum, viewing things from a first-best perspective, some might argue that current tax rules should be overhauled to accommodate the rise of a new sector and to tax it more optimally. On the other hand, the notion that sharing might be treated differentially raises classic issues of tradeoffs between efficiency, equity, and administrability.

A full treatment of “first best” tax policy for the sharing sector—that is, the ideal level of tax enforcement for this sector, or the mix of policy choices that would lead to an optimal tax regime for sharing—is beyond the scope of this Article. We do not take a position on those questions but simply point out the normative issues that may arise over the longer term. We now turn to the “second best” question of what can be done in response to the unique tax compliance issues raised by sharing. Our aim is simply to set forth the types of solutions and approaches that are likely to be effective in increasing compliance, given the tax laws that we currently have.

320. Our thanks to Daniel Shaviro and the participants of the NYU Tax Policy Colloquium for helping us develop this line of analysis.

321. See, e.g., James Alm, What Is an “Optimal” Tax System?, 49 NAT’L TAX J. 117, 124 (1996) (citation omitted) (“[O]ptimal enforcement should not eliminate all tax evasion.”); Frank A. Cowell, The Economic Analysis of Tax Evasion, 37 BULL. ECON. RES. 163, 183 (1985) (footnote omitted) (suggesting that the “utilitarian approach to evasion policy does not imply that it is socially beneficial to reduce tax evasion wherever this can be done without resource cost”); Louis Kaplow, Optimal Taxation with Costly Enforcement and Evasion, 43 J. PUB. ECON. 221, 222–23 (1990) (discussing raising tax rates versus increasing enforcement activity in determining optimal enforcement policy); Joram Mayshar, Taxation with Costly Administration, 93 SCANDINAVIAN J. ECON. 75, 77 (1991) (noting possibility that “the social costs of raising marginal tax revenue by expanding administrative effort may significantly exceed the social cost of raising marginal tax revenue by increasing the tax rate”); A. Mitchell Polinsky & Steven Shavell, The Optimal Use of Fines and Imprisonment, 24 J. PUB. ECON. 89, 90 (1984) (noting that under some conditions, underdeterrence may be optimal).
B. Short-Term Strategies for Managing Sharing’s Challenges

While Part IV.A touched on some “first-best” design issues and broader policy concerns raised by sharing going forward, we now discuss some strategies that may be pursued to strengthen tax compliance and enforcement in the sharing sector under current law.

1. Clarify Worker Classification

One threshold issue that needs to be clarified is whether sharing workers should be classified as independent contractors or as employees. As discussed in Parts II.C.1 and III.B.1, the sharing businesses have embraced independent contractor classification, but the issue is a quickly developing one before the courts. The question of classification needs to be decided as an initial matter, because if some sharing earners are more accurately classified as employees, this would significantly change the withholding, information reporting, and other substantive tax obligations of the sharing businesses.  

2. Lower Information Reporting Thresholds

Assuming that the independent contractor classification of sharing earners is determined to be correct, then other measures can be implemented. Most importantly, to the extent that the information reporting positions taken by some sharing businesses are leading to non-reporting of sums earned below the 200 transaction/$20,000 threshold, a simple solution might be to lower the Form 1099-K information reporting threshold for third party settlement organizations or to clarify that the 200 transactions/$20,000 rule does not apply to sharing businesses. Lower reporting thresholds could help ensure that micro-earners earning lower income amounts cannot avoid having such amounts reported to the IRS. As we discussed in Part III.A.2.d, the precise impact of more complete reporting systems technology may “fortify” the income tax by reducing the tax gap attributable to unreported cash income; arguing that “[t]he demise of cash should have positive ramifications for the income tax” because “[c]-payments automatically leave an electronic trail for every transaction, which decreases the risk of non-reporting of income”; and also arguing that § 6050W has expanded third-party reporting by third party settlement organizations such as PayPal and that “[s]ection 6050W could easily be expanded to cover the information-reporting regime; the $20,000/200 transaction floor could be lowered to cover nearly all e-payment transactions”).

322. See supra Part III.B.1.
323. See, e.g., Jeffrey H. Kahn & Gregg D. Polsky, The End of Cash, the Income Tax, and the Next 100 Years, 41 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 159, 160, 165 (2013) (arguing that it is possible that developments in payment systems technology may “fortify” the income tax by reducing the tax gap attributable to unreported cash income; arguing that “[t]he demise of cash should have positive ramifications for the income tax” because “[c]-payments automatically leave an electronic trail for every transaction, which decreases the risk of non-reporting of income”; and also arguing that § 6050W has expanded third-party reporting by third party settlement organizations such as PayPal and that “[s]ection 6050W could easily be expanded to cover the information-reporting regime; the $20,000/200 transaction floor could be lowered to cover nearly all e-payment transactions”).
Form 1099-K reporting is somewhat open to question, given the newness of both Form 1099-K and of the sharing economy.\footnote{See supra Part III.A.2.d.} However, there are reasons to think that clarifying that sharing businesses are not “third party settlement organizations” or simply lowering the reporting thresholds will improve tax reporting and compliance to some degree.

Of course, lowering reporting thresholds would generate higher costs for sharing businesses required to report. We tend to think that such cost increases will be small. Given the technology-based nature of these businesses, it is likely that the businesses already have ready access to the information they would need. Lowering the information reporting thresholds will likely not drive up costs too significantly.

3. Use of Safe Harbors and Advance Rulings

While lower information reporting thresholds may help with information corroboration, this reporting only provides data regarding gross income receipts. It does not help in determining whether expenses have been accurately deducted and business and personal use of property correctly apportioned. There are reasons to think that excessive expense taking might detract from tax collection in this sector.\footnote{See, e.g., Slemrod et al., supra note 17, at 2.} In order to ensure the accuracy of expense taking, other measures might need to be adopted.

One such group of measures is the enactment of safe harbors or advance rulings regarding what magnitude of expense taking is reasonable. This can be done within the confines of current law. We already see this type of approach, for example, in the use of the standard mileage method for vehicles.\footnote{See supra Part II.A.2 (describing the standard mileage method).} Although standard mileage still requires computation of miles driven, the relatively convenient cents-per-mile safe harbor may serve as a de facto cap on excessive expense taking, by signaling what is reasonable and by making it easy to opt for the standard mileage amount. Revenue Procedure 2013-13 offers a similar simplified method for calculating the home office deduction.\footnote{Rev. Proc. 2013-13, 2013-1 C.B. 478. The optional safe harbor provided in Revenue Procedure 2013-13 allows a taxpayer to determine the permitted deduction for business use of the residence by “multiplying a prescribed rate by the square footage of the portion of the taxpayer’s residence that is used for business purposes.” Id. at 3.}

It is also worth considering what types of strategies would likely not be effective in this area. The opportunistic behaviors of the sharing businesses discussed here involve the choosing of a more favorable regime
over a less favorable one in situations where there is arguably a case to be made that either regime might apply. They do not, at least at the moment, involve deliberate structuring of the transactions and the industry in order to take advantage of a loophole in the law while retaining the substance of the activity regulated. Thus, doctrines that have traditionally applied to tax shelters and other deliberately constructed transactions—such as the economic substance, step transaction, substance over form, and sham transaction doctrines—are unlikely to prove effective in addressing the challenges raised by sharing.\footnote{328}

4. Sector-based Crackdowns

Another strategy that may be effective in managing sharing’s challenges to federal tax compliance is the focusing of enforcement resources on the sharing economy in order to incentivize compliance. As discussed, one of the enforcement realities for microbusinesses is that any individual audit is unlikely to yield a high dollar amount of collection. However, if enforcement resources were to be concentrated, at least for short bursts, on the sharing sector, this might encourage self-monitoring and voluntary compliance on the part of sharing earners.

Leigh Osofsky has argued for just such an approach in contexts where enforcement resources are scarce.\footnote{329} Osofsky has argued that such “project-based” or “concentrated enforcement” may yield higher levels of compliance by virtue of increasing marginal returns to enforcement and psychological benefits than traditional worst-first methods.\footnote{330} This type of concentrated enforcement may be particularly beneficial in a sector like sharing, where dollar amounts per audit might be low, but where there are reasons to think that psychological effects of targeted enforcement might be particularly pronounced by virtue of Internet-based communication within the community of sharing earners. The IRS has used just such a concentrated enforcement strategy by disproportionately publicizing tax


\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{330} Osofsky, \textit{supra} note 306, at 344–62; Osofsky, \textit{supra} note 329, at 99, 101–05, 107–09.}
criminal convictions and civil injunctions in the weeks preceding the April income tax filing deadline.331

5. Taxpayer Education

Finally, another strategy to enhance compliance is taxpayer education, particularly through the Internet. The sharing sector earners are, in general, an Internet-savvy population, since much of sharing is based on Internet and smartphone platforms. Thus, the concern that web-based outreach will not reach certain taxpayers (for example, elderly or less educated taxpayers)332 is less likely to be a concern here. To the extent some commentators contend that sharing earners are confused about their tax reporting obligations, targeted taxpayer education using Internet-based platforms might prove effective in this sector.

C. Medium- to Long-Term Approaches

Part IV.B discussed some relatively obvious strategies that might be employed to facilitate compliance in the sharing sector. These are strategies that are attainable and compatible with the structures of tax law and procedure as it currently exists. In addition to those relatively easy strategies and fixes, there are certain features of the sharing economy that the IRS and other state and local tax authorities might consider harnessing in the medium- to long-term.

1. Harnessing Technology to Facilitate Compliance

First, the tax law could evolve to make better use of the technologies upon which these new industries are based and to harness these technologies in assisting with tax compliance. The fact that sharing is so technology based yields benefits with respect to tax compliance, particularly as compared with traditional industries. For example, the mobile phone application used by ridesharing drivers tracks miles driven

on each trip with a passenger. This tracking of mileage may be used by the IRS in verifying accurate mileage reporting.\textsuperscript{333}

The idea that technology may be better harnessed to facilitate tax compliance is not new. James Alm and Jay Soled have argued that GPS technology may be more effectively used in ensuring accuracy of automobile deductions.\textsuperscript{334} Indeed, many traditional businesses are relying increasingly on technology-based tools and tracking in running their operations. Thus, while the use of technology is more pronounced in the sharing sector, consideration of how growing technological capabilities might impact the way we do tax compliance is important in other industries as well. Of course, such uses of technology raise privacy concerns.\textsuperscript{335} In designing new ways to harness technology, privacy concerns must be carefully weighed against the interests of tax enforcement.

2. Harnessing the Sharing Businesses Themselves

Harnessing technological capabilities almost by definition means harnessing the sharing businesses themselves as information strongholds. While our suggested changes to the design and enforcement of Form 1099 information reporting represent one aspect of harnessing the sharing businesses, this is not the only option. In addition to gross income receipts, the sharing businesses have access to a wide range of information, including miles driven with a passenger (in ridesharing), number of days a property is rented (in home sharing), what amenities are included in a home sharing rental (which gives some sense of expenses incurred), and number of days worked (for tasksharing, dogsitting, and related activities). These types of information can be sought in helping promote compliance in the sharing sector. Furthermore, the sharing businesses are few and centralized enough that they have the ability to help facilitate compliance for vast swaths of sharing economy workers.\textsuperscript{336}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{333} For example, if they are using the standard mileage method. Of course, this would not record and track miles driven while looking for customers, so this solution has its limitations.
  \item \textsuperscript{334} Alm & Soled, supra note 309, at 456–57.
  \item \textsuperscript{335} See, e.g., Michael Hatfield, Taxation and Surveillance: An Agenda, 17 YALE J.L. & TECH. 319, 350–60 (2015).
  \item \textsuperscript{336} However, just as in other sectors of the economy, some sharing economy workers may engage in unreported cash transactions. For example, an Uber driver might make initial contact with a rider through the Uber platform, but then attempt to negotiate future transactions directly with the rider, thereby eliminating Uber’s commission, as well as Uber’s ability to provide tax documentation.
\end{itemize}
This approach has already been taken, for example, with respect to hotel taxes, in the form of agreements designating Airbnb as responsible for collecting local occupancy taxes in certain locations.337 Such arrangements effectively capitalize on the centralized nature of sharing businesses and their ability to ensure compliance from a large number of sharing earners. Again, the collection and use of this information may raise privacy concerns, requiring a balancing of privacy against the enforcement gains that such information might generate.

3. Utilizing Uniformity of the Sector

The promise of harnessing both technology and the sharing businesses themselves as information strongholds in tax enforcement is bolstered by certain features of the sharing sector. We suggest that the IRS closely consider these industry characteristics in designing an approach to compliance and enforcement.

First, at least as currently evolved, the sharing industry is relatively uniform and there are not that many major players. For example, with respect to ridesharing, Uber and Lyft (and Sidecar, when it was in business) operate on essentially the same model using similar technologies, and there are only a few major ridesharing companies.338 The same is true for the home sharing sector and other sharing sectors. Securing cooperation from these businesses would facilitate compliance and enforcement for a large number of sharing economy workers. It would also be relatively easy to liaise with the limited number of sharing businesses in procuring information. This is in contrast to, say, the taxicab sector, where there are many different taxicab companies in many different localities.

Second, within the sharing sector, the ownership and economic arrangements are relatively uniform. For example, in the case of ridesharing, Uber classifies all drivers the same way.339 Many own their own cars. Many home sharers own their homes and rent them on an excess capacity business. Thus, there is arguably less heterogeneity of economic arrangements for a taxing authority to accommodate, as compared perhaps with traditional sectors, such as the taxicab industry.

337. See In What Areas Is Occupancy Tax Collection and Remittance by Airbnb Available?, supra note 177.
338. See supra Part I.A.
339. Whether the classification is correct is a different question. See supra Part III.B.1.
In sum, the relative uniformity of economic relationships in the sharing sector may make it easier for tax authorities to design compliance and enforcement measures for the sector.

4. Third-Party Partnerships and Providers

Finally, an emerging feature of the sharing landscape is the role that parties other than the sharing businesses or sharing earners themselves are increasingly playing in promoting or facilitating tax compliance. As discussed, websites such as 1099.is and Zen99.com have been active in advising sharing earners on how to report income and expenses. Uber, for example, has partnered with Intuit to provide its drivers with help—in the form of access to QuickBooks Online with capability of TurboTax integration—in complying with their tax obligations. Furthermore, many sharing earners are technologically savvy enough to go online to discuss tax issues with peers and tax advising professionals on various discussion forums and websites. Such online forums may generate communities of compliance or non-compliance, depending on the prevailing norms in such forums.

These third-party initiatives and interactions are still in the early stages of development and evolution, and it is possible, even likely, that they may evolve as the sharing sector evolves. What is clear is that, like the sharing businesses themselves, these initiatives and actors may prove to be influential contributors to taxpayer compliance or noncompliance, and may also serve as information sources for tax enforcement. Taxing authorities should thus pay attention to the evolution of these initiatives and interactions to evaluate how they might be harnessed in the tax compliance context.


343. For a study of the impact of online forums in establishing a culture of compliance among ride-share drivers, see Oei & Ring, supra note 19 (manuscript at 54–63).
The advent of the sharing economy has raised questions about the adequacy and application of current legal regimes in regulating sharing. These questions have arisen with respect to tax laws and regulations as well. We anticipate that such questions will only become more salient as the sharing sector develops and grows. In this Article, we closely examined the question of whether existing tax laws are sufficient to regulate sharing. What we found was that the answer is complicated. Contrary to the claims of some commentators, the application of significant portions of substantive tax law to sharing is not actually unclear. While the law itself might be complex and imperfect, in many cases it is clear what rule applies. In a couple of respects—employment taxes and local occupancy taxes—the applicable substantive tax law is less clear, and such lack of clarity may result in tax compliance challenges. Even in these areas, however, we argue that the law has sufficient analytical categories to govern sharing transactions. What is needed is clarification of which regime applies, rather than completely new categories.

On the other hand, even though the tax law is, for the most part, sufficiently developed to address the new wave of sharing transactions, tax compliance and enforcement in the sharing economy may prove problematic. Two features of the sharing economy are particularly likely to generate tax compliance and enforcement issues: First, the opportunism displayed by some sharing businesses in claiming the application of the more favorable regulatory regime where ambiguity exists puts the onus on the taxing authority to take corrective action. Opportunistic embracing of favorable regulatory regimes allows the sharing businesses to obtain first mover regulatory advantages, even though corrective action might subsequently occur. Second, the microbusiness character of sharing transactions raises tax compliance and enforcement difficulties for taxing authorities, particularly given scarce administrative resources. While we noted the types of tax compliance and enforcement issues that are expected to arise, we are aware that the sharing sector requires further study. We anticipate that this Article’s analysis will be a useful roadmap for such inquiry.

In the face of the likely compliance and enforcement obstacles created by sharing, we recommended in this Article a number of steps and strategies that ought to be pursued in order to effectively confront these challenges. Some of our suggestions are medium- to long-term strategies. However, particularly with respect to federal tax compliance, even
incremental changes such as lowering and clarifying information reporting thresholds and adopting easy-to-apply safe harbors may go a long way toward managing this new wave of economic relationships.